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Quit Claim Deeds
Marion White to Torrance
Co Savings Bank, blk 16 Mountainair, $2,500.
William L Quinn to Cora S
Marble, lot 11 blk 53 Estancia,
.

RAILROAD TALK

Santa Fe atj
tended by the principal officers
of the N. M. C. and the business
and professional men of Santa
Fe, Mr. Munoz, president of the
railroad company told his hearers of what had been already
done toward giving good service,
and asked that Santa Fe give the
road as much patronage as possible, which was unanimously
agreed to by the Santa Fe people,.
Among the things brought out
already done by the railroad
management, were the following:
One new train put on, giving
daily service each way.
Section hands increased from
15 to 61.
Two additional locomotives
purchased.
Ten Eycke, a highly successful railroad man, secured as vice
president, who will give his personal attention to the road.
Matter of connections and cooperation taken up with Rock
Island, E P. & S. W. and D. &
R. G. , and assurances received
In putof fullest cooperation.
ting the roadbed in condition
75,000 new ties will be used.
There was talk also of the road
becoming a link in a trunk line.

At a meeting

in

GAW7 CONDITIONS

Last Sunday the engine pulling
the westbound passenger train
on the Santa Fe blew up about
two miles west of Willard, killing
the engineer and fireman. The
boiler was thrown to a considerable height and fell clear of the
trucks. The cab was blown back
about the length of the train.
The automatic brakes stopped
the train and none of the wheels
left the track.
The engineer and fireman were
badly battered and scalded, and
must have been killed instantly.
They fell one on each side of the
track.
Tom Bocklett of the N. M. C.
shops examined the boiler and
gives it as his opinion that the
accident was caused by the
water getting too low.
No passengers were hurl.

TO FIGHT

2--

20-3--

MISTAKE ABOUT

-

KENNETH MATHEWS

-,

23-9--

Louise McComb to Homer D
nw qr 24, e hf ne qr,
$1 and other
hf se qr
considerations.
Sibyl J Cooper to Barnet D
$1 and
Freilinger, w hf 22
other considerations.
I W Turner to I N Shirley, 200
feet off north t side blk 15 Alta
Vista, $300.
F C Schuessler to W L Riddle,
n 45 feet off lot 2 blk 17 Moun- tainair, $10.
J A Beal to F C Schuessler, n
45 feet lot 2 blk 17, Mountainair,
23-9--

6--

It appears certain that Ken

neth Mathews wts not killed as
stated in a letter published in
this paper last week.
The letter came to Burr Mil- bourn, a close friend of Kenneth,
and signed by Frank J. Van Bu
rén, who stated in the letter
that he was one of Kenneth's $200.

'best friends."
Under these circumstances
there was no reason to doubt the
authenticity of the letter or the
truth of its statements.
The letter was dated Feb. 23,
and stated that Kenneth was
killed on the 22nd.
But Kenneth's mother, who is
in Albuquerque, nas receivea a
letter from him written on the
26th, in which he said he had
been transferred to the motor
division and would leave for an
other point.
Also, an inquiry directed to
the Associated Press elicited the
statement that there had been
no accident and nobody killed at
any aviation field on Feb. 22.
It is incredible that the writer
of the letter was honestly mista
ken, and it is amazing to suppose
that anyone but a maniac could
have written the letter with de
liberate intent to deceive.
Inquiries have been set on foot
which may result in unraveling
the mystery.

SPIES

Mrs. E. L. Garvin has been
appointed as a member of the
Woman's National Committee to
renresent this district for the
American Defense Society. This
society has for its principal object an American propaganda to
to combat the insidious German
propaganda in this country, and
to do whatever is possible to
nullify the work of the swarm of
German spies with which the
Everybody
country is infested.
can helD. and everybody should
helu in waring a relentless war
at
fare against enemy activities
home. A campaign for member-shiMrs. Gar
will soon beein.
vin expects soon to bring here

There will be a home talent
play at the Rest Room in Moriarty
Friday night, March 15. Pro
ceeds go toward buying a bell for
the church. The title of the play
is. "Not Such a Fool as He
Looks."

Nellie Ikard to IN Shirley, 200
feet off north side blk 15 Alta
Vista, $1 and other considerationsT Edward Wyly to J W Scho$1.
lar, w hf nw qr
Joseph Bird to Jennie G Williams, lots 1, 2, 3, blk 66 Estan32-9--

cia, $10.

Ralph A Marble to Celestino
Ortiz, lot 9 blk 65 Estancia, $1
and other considerations.
Charles H Hatcher to Joe J
$700.
Brazil, nw qr
Kate May Divelbiss to Hallie
May Stanfield, sw qr ne qr, n hf
se qr, se qr se qr
Lasater Land Co to M N Ham
ilton, 100x140 feet in blk 140 Alta Vista, $7.
Homer McComb to E S Mc- Comb, nw qr 24, e hf ne qr, s hf
$1 and other
se qr
McComb,

.

Mrs. Lasater returned Tuesday from Camp Funston, Kan
sas, where she went to visit her
son. She says many of "the boys
are very blue. Those from New
Mexico find the climate very trying.
For the most part she
thinks the men are well provided
for except in the hospital, where
they are not well cared for and
not properly nourished. She
says many of those who are well,
knowincr what the hospital is
like, would face court martial
The ofrather than go there.
ficers average about like men in
private life. Some of them are
fine fellows in all that the words
imply, and some of them are
quite the reverse in all that the
She saw many
words imply.
loaded trooD trains leaving for
unknown destinations, the men
cheering at the prospect of get
ting away from the monotonous
grind of training camp life.

Warranty Deeds
Granville M Cleghorn to The
Scroggins Livestock and Land
$1 and other
Co, w hf ne q 9
considerations.
Joseph Scroggins to The Scrog
gins Livestock and. Land Co, se
$1 and other
qr

Patrck F Murray to Gerald D
Murray, 45 acres south of Santa
Fe R'y, Sam's- - Place and Geo
$1 and other con
Place, in
siderations.
Juan de Dios Sanchez to Patro
cinio P Sanchez, lots 1, 2, 3, sec
6, lot 4, 5 2 14, se qr se qr, se qr
$1
sw qr 31, sw qr sw qr
and other considerations.
William H Taylor to Jim
Payne, n hf se qr. lot 3. ne qr
$750.
sw qr
Acasio Gallegos to Jose Gabal- don. water right Constancia ditch,
one day's use out of every 7
days, $1 and portion of work on
ditch.
Harden L Ramsey to Floyd
Ervin. se ar 21-- 9, $1 and other
considerations.
Nellie A. Dorling to Milan
$251.75.
John, e hf sw qr
Jacobo Yrrissari to John Bur
$1 ana
guete, nw qr se qr
other considerations.
JeBse N Hartly to Annie L
$1.
Hartly, sw qr
Abo Land Co to J J White,
lots 13. 14. blk 18, Mountainair,
4--

18-3--

9

Estancia Lumber Co to C L
$10.
Higday, se qr
L Bachmann to Blanche Par-ret- t.
lot 2 blk 4, Estancia, $10.
Jose Maria Armijo to Josequiel
Armijo, lots 1,2, se qr ne qr 12
4--

just received half a carload of case goods,
bought some time ago, and want to turn them on the
basis of our purchase price, which was lower than the
present prices. The shipment includes 200 cases of
soap. You wfll make a big saving by buying a case of
soap now.

HELLUMS
are
Where Prices

Lowest

DOES COME

12-4--

John Berkshire to Carrie Berkshire, lots 1, 2, 3. 4, blk 40 Estancia, $1.
W W Wagner to H Herzstein
Seed Co lot 4 blk C Estancia,
$200.

WE
I CHILDHOOD
ASIDE FOR

HAVE

II

ALL

WE

HEARD OF THAT
SINCE
RAINY DAY.'
HAVE HEARD OF "PUTTING SOMETHING
THAT RAlnY DAY COMbS Vfcni

A RAINY DAY.

SUDDENLY TO SOME PEOPLE.
IF YOU HAVE PUT SOMETHING ASIDE, HAVE IT SAFE IN
OUR BANK. FIRE CAN'T BURN IT, BURGLARS CAN'T STEAL IT
AND YOU CAN'T LEND OR SPEND IT SO EASILY.
BE PREPARED WITH A BANK ACCOUNT.
COMETO OUR BANK.

Estancia Savings Bank

Robert D Vaughn to Harlin F
Mathews, sw qr nw qr, e hf nw
DIRECTORS A. 3. GREEN, 3. B. HERNDON, H. F. SHELTON
qr, w hf ne qr, ne qr ne qr, e hf
DR. C. 3. AMBLE, J. S. KELLY, ANNlfc rUn fcrt.
$1 and other con
sw qr
siderations.
McGillivray, lot 16 blk 77 Estan-ciAugustus Underwood to J, A property.
Cooper, e hf sw qr, w hf se qr
J M Edwards to Jose Madril,
$1 and other considerations.
$750.
lots 13, 14, blk 7, Duran, 1 bay
Howell to Arie Mailen-burChas
Judd Miller to Clara Miller, se pony valued at $40.
qr 29, ne qr 32 5 8, $800.
8 hf se qr, se qr sw qr
R L Brown to H D Bretton, e
Jesus M Abeytia to Hugh hf nw qr
$1.
$1 and other considerations.
White, a hf ne qr 20, sw qr nw Angus McGillivray to Allan
$1 and
qr, nw qr sw qr
other considerations.
A J Green to Willie Elgin,
C. A. BURRUSS. President
NEAL JENSON. Cashier
Town of Tajique Grant, $1 and J. N. BURTON. Vice Pres. ED. W. ROBERSON, Ass'tCash'r
other considerations.
C. ORTIZ, 2ndVice President. Directors: Willie Elgin, F. T.
Meadows, A. Abbott, Kobert L.ynn.
Willard Merc Co to Clinton C
Newland, e hf se qr 18, e hf ne
to patch your roof until the storm
qr 19, sw qr se qr, Be qr sw qr
upon you.
18, ne qr nw qr, nw qr ne qr 19,
$1 and other considera
all in
. 1X7
to economize until
tions.
necessity compels.
Dora Booth to Geo B Fenley,
Conditions are abnormal. It is very necessary that we
lot 7 blk 42 Estancia, $1.
meet these conditions with special caution and effort
C H Hitson to Geo B Fenley,
on our part. It is also necessary that you and your
lot 7 blk 42 Estancia, $1 and
banker work together in harmony, and talk these matother considerations.
ters over aid plan to meet these problems before they
Thomas B Gist to E B Love
arise.
less, nw qr 34-- 9, $1.
,You will always find this bank ready and willing to
meet you and aid in any consistent manner towards
William L Quinn to Ralph G
helping you over the rough places.
Roberson, lots 15. 16, blk 50 Es
tancia, $1.
Your interest is our interest
L A Bond to J M Shaw, lots 8,
9. blk 40 Estancia, $1 and other
considerations.
BANK
FARMERS AND
Frank Laws to Thomas White
$1 and exchange of
nw qr
1

21-7--

a,

32-4--

$475.
Abo Land Co to George V Han- $150.
Ion. 3 acres in
Fleminer C Griffith to W M
Vickery, loe 1 ,blk A, Estancia,
$500.
John W Crone to Mrs Lydia
Cook, e hf se qr 3, w hf bw qr
'
one of the greatest patriotic pho
$10.
toplays ever produced, as a
Bond & Bro. Merc Co to Ross
means of adding to the National Conners nw qr nw qr
fund.
$5,000

We have

RAINY DAY

$200.

Josequiel Armijo to H C
Moseley, lots 1, 2, se qr ne qr
$400.

23-7--

Half a Carload

THAT

18-6--

g,

10-6--

Don't Wait
rx

5--

LOn t

" allif

4

ST0G1ENS

31-8--

Harbiingers of the
Vernal Season
A man reports insects crawling about the ground. Another says he found
winds re
spears of green grass in his pasture this week. Heavy
mind us that spring draws on apace.
This will h a "War finrind " Time must be conserved as well as food.
HnnH cnhctanti'al wnrlr rlnthintf. Such as "Wheeler Brand" Or "New
the beginning
State" Overalls, Jumpers and Unionalls, on hand at planting
hours
and
planting,
delays
in
of the busy season will save time and
to
appurtenances
necessary
are
Hats
Gloves,
and
Shoes,
are golden hours.
industrialist.
equipment
of
the
the
We have sold in the past and continue to sell in the present to the old
timers, and now welcome the new comers. You will like our methods
and courteous treatment.
dust-lade-

n

Estancia Lumber Co.
Merchandisers of Everything

I

ESTANCIA

J
Crtir anana
ir .

NEWS-HEBAL-

99 The Best Sea

Story of the

By Randall Parrish
Copyright A.

C McChirf

en

A: Co.

tor? or in any way a desperate characROBERT HOLLIS MEETS THE MYSTERIOUS GIRL AND HAS
WORD COMES THAT
LONG TALK WITH HER
WAR

HAS BEEN

DECLARED

sea captain, who tells tbe story.
Hollls,
guest on Gerald Carrington's yacht, Esmeralda, which, with a
party of gay New York business men. Is making her maiden voyage to
the coast of Spain. It Is supposed to be strictly "stag," and Hollls,
wandering alone on deck at night Is surprised to discover on board a
woman who evidently wishes to remain unknown. The next night he
succeeds In meeting her and having an Interview.
Synopsis-Rob-

one-tim- e

ert

Is

-

CHAPTER

Before the party finally broke up I
had outlined my plan. I was in no
haste to retire, having slept more or
less during the afternoon ; I would remain alone on deck, and see what happened. We were steaming right gallantly now, and stars were finding rifts
In the clouds through which to silver
the waves of the Sound. The first offi
cer was still on tbe bridge, but Seeley
would relieve him at twelve; there
was nothing for m to do bnt wait until
then.
I could better my position, however,
and Immediately did so. If the second
officer really proved to be the accomplice of the girl, he would very probably take a rather careful survey of
the deck aft before permitting hei to
venture forth from concealment If
his search disclosed my presence, tbe
young woman would doubtless be ordered to remain below. My cholo of
position was easily determined.
Tbe
flag locker was unusually commodious,
as one of Carrington's hobbles was to
dress the ship handsomely on every
gala occasion, and display the colors
of all nations. It was built directly
against the after rail, and back Into
Its protective shadow I silently drew a
steamer chair, concealed myself beneath the folds of a rug, and lay there
quietly.
Time dragged, but finally the bell
forward announced the hour for the
change of watch. I was sailor enough
to comprehend the meaning of every
sound. I heard someone walk hastily
across the main deck, and descend
through the companion a seaman dispatched to call the second mate. The
two came back together.
Five minutes later, with no warning sound of
approach, I became aware that someone had quietly rounded the end of the
cabin. The mate passed me by within
a few feet, so close. Indeed, I could
distinguish the buttons on his uniform,
and tbe white cap he wore. Nothing,
however, could have occurred to arouse
his suspicions, for the man did not
even pause In his slow walk, but disappeared along the port rail. Fearing
he might return, I remained motionless, yet was doubly assured now that
my suspicions were about to be verified. I dared not venture any exploration. Thus far my plan had worked
nicely, and I could not now afford to
risk discovery. She came so silently,
like a gray shadow gliding out of the
night, that she was actually beside the
rail, gazing steadfastly out at the silvery water, before I was' even clearly
aware of her presence. I was scarcely
willing to accept the evidence of my
own eyes, yet arose slowly to a sitting
posture to observe better, dropping the
rug silently onto the deck. She heard
no sound of the movement, and, with
no suspicion of any other presence
near, remained motionless, drinking In
the soft beauty of the night, and
breathing deeply the crisp salt air.
I could see her plainly, silhouetted
against the sky, Illumined by the star-gleawhich reflected upward from the
water, her hands clasped on the rail,
her form bent slightly forward, her
skirts blowing lightly In the wind. She
was slender and young, no doubt as to
that, with a certain supple grace to her
figure noticeable even In that quiet

posture.
'

Helped by the support of the flag
tocker, I t ttalned my feet noiselessly,
only half determined
n the course I
had better pursue. However, I was
left no choice. Bomethlng served to
startle her, to make her vaguely aware
of some other presence on tbe deck.
She turned, still grasping the rail with
one hand, and confronted me. I caught
a glimpse of her face, white and youthful, her big eyes staring at me as
though In sudden terror. She stepped
back, then straightened slightly, ber
questioning eyes never leaving my
face.
"I I supposed myself to be alone."
she said, the words uncertain, but the
voice clear. "Ton are one of the passengers 1"
"Yes; I chanced to be still on deck
when yon came."
"Where? Ton were expecting me?"
I Indicated the chair In the shadow,
sot did not venture to move.
"I was lying here, covered by a rag,
bat did not see you until yon appeared
yonder at the rail. Why do yon ask
it I was expecting yon?"
She hesitated just sn Instant, bat an-

swered frankly.
"There was a man here last night
stopped.

X

believed

ter?"

"You appear a most charming young
woman, whom I should be very glad to
know."
"Thank you," and her lips smiled.
"Then my case Is not quite hopeless.
As a 'most charming young woman' I
unreservedly yield myself to your protection. I cannot tell you who I am,
nor why I am on board the Esmeralda
secretly, but I give yon my word of
honor that no harm shall result from
my presence to any of your friends,
and I only request yoa to remain si'
lent for a few hours longer."
"You Intend later to reveal yourself

to others?"

then he failed to see me. Was It you.
"As soon as the yacht Is safely at
and are you here again tonight to make sea, beyond 11 possibility of putting
sure?"
me ashore."
"You have guessed the exact truth,"
I confess I was puzzled, uncertain;
I confessed, almost regretfully, "last my duty to Carrlngton seemed clear
night It was a mere accident but to enough, and yet there was that about
night my presence here had an object' the girl which gave me faith In her
"Indeed I What Interest is It of pledge. She read my hesitation.
yours?"
"You still doubt me, Mr. Hollls?"
"None directly, except as I am a
"No, it is not doubt, yet I know so
friend to Mr. Carrlngton, tbe owner little. You will at least trust me with
of this yacht and also his guest He your name?"
assured me only this morning that
Her eyes fell, shadowed by their long
there was no woman on board, and lashes. For a moment she looked out
laughed at me for even Imagining such across the rail, at the dark water be
a thing. Naturally I desired to vindi- yond.
cate myself ; then besides the mystery
'So far as I can yes," she answered
also had Its attractions."
soberly. "You may call me Vera."
"No doubt t And now that yon have
progressed sc far, what further do you
CHAPTER III.
purpose doing turn me over to the
authorities?"
War, and a Copper Pool.
"I do not know," I said honestly.
Vera," I echoed, In some way
you
am
hopes
me
In
vaguely
will
trust
"But I
conscious of a strange famil
enough to explain your object In thus iarity with the word, yet utterly un
coming uninvited aboard. I should pre- able to immediately recall the associafer being your friend, If that prove tion, "that must be your given, not
possible."
your family name?"
She did not answer, apparently hesi'And you are not even satisfied at
tating in surprise at my unexpected this evidence of my trust?" she quesplea, and doubtful as to my sincerity. tioned lightly. "Usually it Is consid
ered quite a compliment to be permit"What Is your name?"
ted to call' a lady by her given name
"Robert Hollls; I live In Chicago."
exyet I grant you, a stranger, this priviShe nodded, and I Imagined the
eyes
changed
slightly.
lege."
pression of her
To which I am not Insensible;
The merest semblance of a smile
yours Is not a common appellative, yet
curved her lips.
"I am rather glad you are my dis- I have known someone so named becoverer," she said quietly, "for I know fore."
"Indeed! A friend?"
who you are. You are not altogether
"Well, really, I cannot say ; I haven't
a stranger."
figured It out yet ; only the memquite
surprise.
exclaimed
In
am
I"
not I
"I
"Ohl I understand: Seeley has told ory haunts me oddly, as something I
ought to remember."
you of me."
Or else forget," she Interrupted
"Has he Indeed I Why Seeley?"
"Because I have some reason to be quickly. "What do yoa say If we blot
out
your
all this mystery, and just be notu- lieve that the second officer Is
special friend on board: that through
his aid you have found concealment.
Am I altogether wrong?"
She laughed the sound barely au
dible, yet evidence of ber swift amuse-

ment
"If I did not chance to know better.

Mr. Hollls, I should almost suspect you
of being a lawyer," she said cheerfully. "However, In spite of my present position, I am Inclined , to be a
truthful person. I fear Mr. Seeley's Interest In me Is altiether, or at least
largely, mercenary.
I will confide In
you, and confess that he has already
cost me one hundred dollars, and
heaven alone knows how much more
will be required before we attain deep
water, when I hope to be free from
bondage."
'Good I I am encouraged ; now you
will tell me more?"
She shook her head.
"Not another word, sir. So far, as
they say in New York, 'you have the
goods on me,' and denial would be useless. Of course, I might have told a
falsehood. I am perfectly capable of
so doing, and had I been conversing
with some others on board, I would
have chosen to do so."
"Which would seem to Imply that
yon possess a measure of confidence In
me?"
"I do, Mr. Hollls," quietly.
"Seeley must have given me a most
excellent reputation, and deserves reward."
'Mr. Seeley gave me your name as
one of tbe passengers, nothing more.
I cannot at present explain when, or
how, I acquired my Information regarding you. To you I am a perfect
stranger, and must remain so, but by
some good fortune, I chance to know
enough of you to trust yon thoroughly
as a gentleman. Yon understand what
I mean?"
Eer eyes met mine frankly; they
were clear, honest eyes, and I felt that
I read their direct challenge.
"Perhaps so," I answered with a feel
ing of disappointment "Yon mean I
am to ask no further questions? to for
get If possible, your presence on
board?"
"Yes; can you do this?"
"Well, to be perfectly frank, I am
not altogether certain that I can, or
that I ought I am Mr. Carrington's
guest and owe him a certain loyalty
you admit that?"
"Yes."
"Have I a right to conceal from my
host the knowledge which I have discovered, that a strange young woman
has been hidden on board his yacht by
one of his officers?"
"That most depend altogether on
your sense of duty to both Mr. Carrlng-to- o
and myself," she returned calmly.
"Do I appaar like
thief? eansnlrs- -

Breathless

With Interest, She Ques
tioned Me.

ral for a while? Have you the slightest knowledge of where we are, Mr.
Hollls? What Is that light flashing

out yonder?"
'Montauk point" I answered. In
stantly recognizing the peculiar flash.
'The eastern extremity of Long Island.
We shall be breasting the Atlantic by
daylight if all Is well. I have good
reason to remember Montauk."
Yes? You were there?"
Once ; why. It was sixteen years ago
at tbe close of our war with Spain. I
served on the St Paul, and we came
np from Cuba loaded with sick and
wounded soldiers
Michigan troops
mostly and put them ashore at Montauk. I was little more than a boy
then, and the suffering witnessed made
a deep Impression."
"You were a sailor?"
"I was twelve years at sea; my father was a large ship owner. I left
the sea when I was thirty; I had
arisen to command, my father died,
and I decided I had had enough. I suppose I seem quite ancient to you?"
"Indeed yoa do not I think It is
wonderful for yon to light your wny
like that when your father was rich.
It was a man's work. Tell me about
It Your sea Ufe, I mean."
The eagerness of her voice most
have touched a responsive chord, for
almost before I realised my purpose, I
bogan speaking. I began at the first
relating my Ufe as cabin boy, and as
man before the mast my first voyage
as üia
sed the extwrlepcet of my

earliest command. I told of shipwreck
In the South seas ; of a battle for Ufe
in the Indian ocean ; of strange peoples
met In every quarter of the earth;
of fighting windy gales off the Atlantic coast, and the silent desolation of
tropic seas. Breathless with interest.
she questioned me, and I answered,
feeling the magic of her eyes on my
face, the soft Intoxication of her pres
ence beside me.
She was natural,
wholesome, the very sort of woman I
had dreamed about as being some
where in the world, yet had never met
before. Her very presence wns Inspi
ration, but beyond this vague impression my dream did not go. Then I
looked aside at her and lnughed, realiz
ing suddenly how loquacious I had
been.
"Really, I must have nearly talked
you to sleep," I said regretfully. "I do
not know when I have before been
guilty of such egotism."
"Do not say that It was most In
teresting.
It Is nice to be spoken to
as though one was an Intelligent human being It is quite an experience.'
"Perhaps I do not understand."
"Doubtless not for you are not a
girl, and you tell me you never sought
society. The very nature of your life
has left you frank and straightforward,
You talk to me Just as you would to a
man."
"If my frankness has Interested
you," I ventured, "can you not realize
how much I desire to learn more who
you are, why you are here?"
'Of course; but I cannot tell yon,
Mr. Hollls not yet"
She looked at her wrist watch, hold
ing It out Into a star-gleawhich re
vealed the white shapeliness of her
arm.

"I dare not even remain here with
you longer."
But you will come again? This is
not to be our last meeting?"
She hesitated, her eyes meeting
mine almost kindly ; then she held out
her hand.
'The last yes, in this way. You
will meet me again, but not as we are
tonight.
I have truly enjoyed being
with you, of hearing your story, but
this meeting here alone was not my
choice. You understand I could not
avoid It and after I was discovered,
I had to remain and win your pledge
to secrecy. Yon will not forget that?"
"Assuredly not Yon will not return
to the deck tomorrow night?"
She laughed softly, and withdrew
her hand, which I still held.
"Tomorrow night I Oh, I cannot
teU ; we may be far enough at sea by
then so I need no longer seek fresh air
by night I told you my concealment
was only temporary. Good night, Mr.
Hollls."
The gray dress she wore left upon
me the Impression
that she faded
from sight her dim outline vanished
so suddenly amid the shadows. I took
a swift step forward. Impelled by an
irresistible desire to ascertain in what
portion of the yacht she found concealment yet paused almost as quickly.
Who she was, and why she had chosen
so unconventional a manner of Joining
us, was beyond my guessing. I essayed
many a theory, yet one after the other,
all broke down, and left me groping In
darkness. Only one fact remained
steadfast, to which I could cling with
confidence the girl was .no mere adventuress, no criminal; she was doing
nothing of which she was in the least
ashamed, nor had she the slightest
fear the consequences.
I slept so soundly as to be the last
guest at the breakfast table the next
morning, although as I sat there alone
Fosdlck returned from the deck to the
cabin, seeking a raincoat, and reporting a heavy fog, through which tbe
yacht was proceeding slowly. The ves
sel was still within easy view of Mon
tauk, or had been before the mist shut
down, but the really Important news
had come to Carrlngton by wireless
positive Information of the outbreak
of war. Russia and France were pit
ted against Germany and Austria In
the death grapple. The German troops
had already begun an Invasion of Bel-gluon their drive toward Paris. It
was still unknown what course Engwould
take.
land
The nature of this news obscured all
else, and left me unable to complete
my meaL Other messages were momentarily expected, and I dressed hastily, and joined the little group on the
deck. Just as a cabin boy banded Carrlngton a new message. He read It
crashing his clenched band down on
tbe ralL
It's all over with now," be exclaimed, holding the paper aloft and
gazing about Into our eager faces.
"England declares war, gentlemen. She
will stand by her treaty with Belgium.
Here Is our opportunity; listen to me.
This is going to be the greatest war
in history ; every nation In Europe may
be involved before It Is ended. Do you
realize t..e commodity most In demand? the one metal those armies cannot get along without? It Is copper.
They must have It and they must buy
It of us. This morning, ss soon aa I
received that first dispatch, I wired my
agents to boy. buy. Now, wtta England in, the result is certain,"

i

He paused, and studied the faces In
the group.
"Gentlemen, there Is wealth enough
here on this yacht to control the entire
copper output, if we work swiftly. The
profit will be enormous.
I have the
campaign all mapped out; I know
where to buy, and my agents are ready
to execute my orders. I am going to
say to you frankly that I had the

thought in mind when I first organized'
tills cruise. I believed .this crisis was
approaching, and prepared for It By
wireless we can opérate surely and secretly, with no possible fear of be
trayal. The only question is, are you
ready to back me up?"
The expression on the faces of those
gathered about him reflected the va
ried character of the men. They were
alike startled by the unexpected turn
of affairs, yet financial greed evidently
predominated.
Eren the one German
in the group had seemingly forgotten
his nationality in view of the golden
bait dangling so temptingly before his
eyes. Fosdlck, actuated by his lawyer
Instincts, and still cool and calculating.
was first to question the proposition.
"You are perfectly assured of being
able to control the market?" Fosdlck
asked.
"I already practically control," returned Carrlngton confidently. "With
a little more capital the game Is certain. In twelve hours, gentlemen, we
can have the copper situation entirely
in our hands. Here are my holdings
Individually.
I need your help to
close the deal."
They bent over the papers, eager to
grasp the truth, but abundantly satis-fle- d
with a quick glance at the magic
figures. It was evidently enough a
master stroke, a business deal easy to
comprehend, and all that remained for
them to do was to take their profits.
"You you return Immediately
to
New York?" questioned McCann, his
Hps trembling.
"Certainly not ; our game at present
Is to. keep out of sight ; permit no one
to discover who Is behind the move
ment. Your personal checks will sat
isfy me. I propose holding the yacht,
say a hundred miles from shore, and
conducting the entire business by wire
less. That makes It safe and sure."
The group of financiers stared at
each other, one waiting for the next
to voice decision. Fosdlck, as usual,
took the Initiative.
"I'm heartily with you, Carrlngton,
he said frankly, "you can count on my
check for a hundred thousand dollars
right now."
"And I," "and I," echoed from Hp to
Hp.

Carrlngton,
smiling
pleasantly.
turned toward me.
"And how about you, Hollls? Com
ing In with us? We ought to have one
Chicago representative, you know."
I shook my head, doubting my ability to produce the amount required off-

"Blue" and Worried?

people
worried, half-sic"Blue,"
should find out the cause of their troubles. Often it is merely faulty kidney
action, which allows the blood to get
loaded up with poisons that irritate the
nerves. Backache, headaches, dizziness
and annoying bladder troubles are added proofs that the kidneys need help.
Use Ooan's Kidney Pills. Thousands
thank them for relief from just auch
troubles.

A Colorado

Case

Mrs. Daale
ley, in Twelfth Bt.,
Greeley, Colo., says:
"I had a Bteady
ache In my back and

frequent attacks

of

made ma
dizziness
feel weak and miserable. My kidneys
acted Irregularly. My
and
feet swelled
ached so that I
could hardly stand
on them. For three
I hardly
months
slept at all and I
was so nervous I

He still. I
couldn't
boxes of
ns.! thrpa
Doan's Kidney Pills and the trouble
Is now entirely gone and I am In good
health."
Get Deal's at Amy Store, 0c a Box

DOAN'S

FOSTERMILBURN CO. BUFFALO, N.Y.

G)mfortBaby
WithCuticura
Boas 29a.

Olntnaaat 3S

al SO..

Virgin of Fate.
"When I began business," said the
plutocrat wearily, "I made a solemn
vow that when I had made an even
million I would quit."
"But you've made that many times
over," said the other man, "and still
you are accumulating."
"That's the curse of It. Whenever I
think I've made an even million I find
on figuring it up It's either a little
more or a little less, and I've got to
renew the heartrending struggle."
And the unfortunate man sighed heav
ily.

BOSCHEE'S GERMAN SYRUP
will quiet your cough, soothe the Inflammation of a sore throat and lungs,
stop irritation in the bronchial tubes.
Insuring a good night's rest, free from
coughing and with easy expectoration
Made and sold In
In the morning.
years. A wonAmerica for fifty-tw-o
derful prescription, assisting Nature In
building up your general health and
throwing off the disease. Especially,
useful In lung trouble, asthma, croup,
bronchitis, etc. For sale In all civil-lee- d
countries. Adv.

j

It Was Mother.
hand.
During a Ilible lesson a teacher was
"Not today; give me a few hours to trying to explain the parable of the
think it over. I should like to talk tares.
with you privately first."
'Can anyone tell me who is like the
"All right; we shall have enough evil one who sowed the tares?"
without you, but I'll hold the chance
A hand Instantly shot up from a
open until you do decide. Let's ad- small hoy at the foot of the class.
journ to the cabin, gentlemen, where
"Well, John, what person do you
you can draw your checks while the
;yi"
opens
a few bottles. This is
steward
'Tlease, ma'am, my mother."
an occasion to be celebrated."
"Why?" asked the teacher in aston
We were upon our feet, not unwilling ishment.
to escape from tbe raw air, when the
"Well," he answered, eying his
voice of the lookout sounded muffled, patched trousers, "she sews all my
but distinct, far forward.
tears."
"Sail hoi"
"Where away?" echoed the bridge.
Red Ornan Bab Blue makes the laundress
"Off the starboard bow, sir a big nappy, make, clothes whiter than snow.
one."
We gathered at the rail staring out
blankly into the smother.
Then suddenly the mist seemed to roll asunder
as though cut by a knife, and there
In the rift, as if the fog were a frame.
appeared one of the finest sea pictures
I ever remember seeing. A huge Iron
warship, her funnels belching smoke
at full speed, the white spray racing
along her sides, swept Into view. We
had a glimpse of the black muzzles of
guns protruding from forward and
after turrets, of groups of sailors on
deck, and in the fighting tops ; a white-cla- d
officer leaned over the bridge rail.
There was no flag, nor did we need one
to know for what she stood. Carrlngton pointed out Into the blank mist.
"There goes one of your bulldogs
now," he said. "That fellow has his
orders already. In five hours more not
a German liner will dare leave New
York."
With the news of war and evidences of warlike activities on
the sea, Carrington's party begin to think they will have some
real adventure before they reach

their destination.

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

All good, grocers.

Adv.

Evidently Contemplated Visit
Mrs. Joynson had begun to keep
hens, while Mr. Joynson cultivated the
back garden.
One day there were
ominous sounds from the cabbage
patch, and Mrs. Joynson exclaimed to
her little boy:
"Quick, sonny !
See if the fowls
have got out. I don't know what your
father'll say If they're among his vege
tables t"
Sonny rnn off and came back beam
ing.
'Yes, mother, they're out !" he cried.
But they're Just going in again;
they are all wiping their feet on the
they are all wiping their feet on the
onion bed !"

Strategy.
Officer
Conscientious
objections?
Rubbish. If you were to come home
and find your wife fighting a burglar.
wouldn t you Interfere?
'No, sir I I'd leave the burglar to
his fute." Life.
A rocking chair which revolves on
a circular base has been Invented for
railroad cars.

It's a great pity that some animals
can't talk and some men can.

Macedonia Country of Queer People.
Here In Macedonia we are so very
far away. In actual distance we may
be nearer home than if we were in The
River Cattle Co.
Egypt says a correspondent of the
-HSE.
BdUist, Demr. Cala.
JÍTT5
Manchester Guardian. We knew a lot
t PURE BRED HEREFORD
fi
about Egypt before we went there, but
í
C,-'BULLS FOR SALE
very few of ns knew anything at aU
Onee, twoa and three.
about Salónica, and the country which
or write na aerara bttylnsb
bh
lies behind It nor did that country
know anything about us. Coning here
DEVELOPING
yoa pass through that highly flavored
PRINTING
town as through a gate, and enter a
Send for Catataros and
strange country, a country of queer rinlahlnr Price Llat. TaaDMrarraatolUtarlafaCe
people, queer animals and queer names. baaaabaak C, US U straat. Damr. Catarata

Denver Directory
Piatt

Kodaks

Out of His Line.
"Who was the man that just stopped
you on the street and waved his hands
around so distractedly?"
"Oh, that was Stardust the cele
brated astronomer, who discovered and
named 186 minor planets."
"What was his trouble?"
"He couldn't make np bis mind
whether te name bis new baby Charla
or William,"

t
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ESTANCIA

Save 9 He.
By Buying

Pithy News Items

Ever Reliable

Gathered From All Over

CASCARA
No

idiinti
remedy-J-

New Mexico

QUININE

Western Newspaper Union News Service.
COMING I3VET3.

prlM for this
Sc
for 34 tablets-So- me
cold tableta now 30c for 21 tablets
Figured on proportionate cost per
tablet, you save 9Hc aben you buy
in

in 24 hours
rip
Money
!r Í.

bsckltitf.il..

24Tabl.tsfor 2Se.
At any Drug Store

ICille
Lee's Lice
Aihl.a.a

a... lanar
TtinilMt. IntUtAMnlrla
OBBMOZONH fur roup, colds, canker. oblcKen
poi.etc. A remedy and a tonle,
keeps frenb mags fretjn from
Spring to following Winter at I cent a doien.
makes eggs hatch better, chicks
itronaer. The Lee Pootirv Line is sold at one
at dealers
""" ""B every iown. o iree doom
m .urn, yum lurwi, nmw. m,
mi., vept.
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SUPERIOR TO FATE'S FROWNS
Frenchman Who Lost Both Hands In
Warfare Has Supplied Deficiencies
by His Own Ingenuity.
An extraordinary case Is that of
Jean Ledrans, a French mechanic,
now a country farmer. He has lost
both hands In the war, mobilized In
the artillery. He took part In numer-ouengagements, was once wounded,
and received the military cross of the
Legion of Honor for the enpture of a
German stronghold nfter he was promoted to second lieutenant. Being an
expert grenadier, he was chosen to
train recruits In bombing. While glvIng Instruction a grenade he held
s

burst, killed six men and wounded
Ledrans In five places.
He lost his
right eye and both his hands were
off.
blown
Immediately after his recovery the peasant girl to whom he
had been engaged married him and he
settled on his fnther-In-law'- s
farm.
This brave son of France Is now able
to write, drive a horse and cart, drive
a plow, hoe and dig the fields and harness and unharness a horse,.
All the
appliances which he uses on both
stumps of his forearms have been de
vised by himself.

ERECKLES

Is the Tú Is Gtl Rid sf Tseis Ugly Spots
There's no longer the slightest need of
feeling ashamed of your freckles, as the prescription othlne double strength is guar
anteed to remove these homely spots.
Simply get an ounce of othlne double
strength
from your druggist, and apply a
little of it night and morning and you ahould
soon see that even the worst freckles have
begun to dlaappear, while the lighter ones
nave vanished entirely.
It la seldom that
more than one ounce Is needed to completely
clear the skin and gain a beautiful clsar
complexion.
Be sure to ask for the double strength oth
Ine, as this Is sold under guarantee of money
mh 11 11 lana lo remove xrecaies. Adv.
Hew
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March 6
Stockmen's convention at
KosweH.
4
Annual meeting New
March
Mexico
Cattle and Horse Growers
Association at Las Vescaa.
9
March
Annual convention New
'Mexico Woolgrowera' Association at
Ainuqucrque.
October Annual meeting New Mexico
i'uuiic ileal in Association.
Bernalillo county is to have a worn
an demonstrator in home economics.
Lucius Dills of Santa Fé has been
appointed surveyor general of New
Mexico.
Luna county livestock men are preparing to raise more calves this year
than ever before.
It Is reported that $250,000 building
contracts have been awarded recent
ly at Tucumcarl.
Charles R. Brice of Roswell bas an'
nounced his candidacy for judge of
the Fifth Judicial district.
Benito Sanchez was killed by
or falling from the running board
of an automobile at Roswell.
Demlng is to be on the job In a publicity campaign, the chamber of com
merce having fixed its budget at $20,- 000.

The Department of the Interior will
receive bids for frame dormitory No.
108, to be"erected at Tohatchl Indian
school.
Farmers of San Miguel and Mora
counties are willing to sell their beans
to the government at the fixed price,
eight cents.
Silver City is to make a determined
effort to secure the location of the
proposed $1,000,000 Baptist national

sanatorium.
Santa Fé will make an effort to
capture next year's convention of the
New Mexico Cattle and Horse Grow
ers' Association.
Mrs. Roy Prentice of Las Vegas has
been appointed by Secretary McAdoo
as chairman of the War Savings committee for San Miguel county.
Demlng is priding Itself on .the fact
that It Is to have the most modern
jail in the state, Luna county having
voted $25,000 for its construction.
An $8,000 home or "hutment" for
the Salvation Army is to be erected
In Demlng.

The building will be used

as a recreation place for soldiers.
The Cattle Sanitary Board of New
Mexico will meet on March 12, tbo
first day of the Cattle and Horse
Growers' convention at Las Vegas.
The federal land bank of Wichita
believes that making further long
tima loans on lands in the middle Rio

Grande valley would be inadvisable.
Ignacio Ltzan, proprietor of a trad
He Must Have Run Them.
ing store at Lupton, on the border
Dr. J. P. Naylor, head of the phy
line near Manuelito, is under arrest
sics department of De Paul univer- on a charge of having killed
Fred
sity, was walking down a slippery Thompson, a young Indian.
sidewalk and, hitting a particularly Icy
During the fiscal year ending Dec.
place, fell down.
II. M. Gorrell, Doctor Kaylor's assist 1, 1917, a total of $55,000 was expended
on the roads of Grant county,
ant, was following him. "You are
somewhat of nn architect, aren't you, exclusive of Bums spent on what are
designated as state highways.
Ooctor?" asked Gorrell.
Clarence Hardy, a negro waiter em
"How's that?" asked the professor,
"You are making blue prints." In- ployed at the Cottage Sanatorium,
four miles north of Silver City, shot
dianapolis News.
and wounded Fred Ruiz, the chef, and
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are the George Slaughter, another waiter.
Original little liver pills put up 40 years
Because of the illness of his attor
ago. They regulate liver and bowels. Ad. ney, the rehearing before the Supreme
Court of J. O. Stair's appeal on the
Prosperity of Tokyo City.
judgment of
lower court senThe prosperity of Greater Tokyo tencing him the
to hang, has been
city Is shown by the Increased taxes
over last year ; the average Is 37 per
A dinner given for mothers and
discent. In the eight
tricts the total exceeds 09,000,000 yen daughters at the Lead Avenue Methodist Episcopal church in Albuquerque
$40,BOO,000) ; the rates of Increase
vary from 0 per cent In the Yotsuya was attended by 238 women and girls.
district to 50 per cent In the Ityogoku The dinner was prepared and served
and 72 per cent In the Yeital districts, by men.
C. W. Hunt, employed as hoist engi
where the officers and residences of the
neer at the Groundhog mine at Hannarlkln are located. Argonaut.
over Junction,, was crushed to death
in the hoist House at the mine when
RECIPE FOR GRAY HAIR.
his clothes became entangled In the
To half pint of water add 1 oz. Bay
Rum, a amall box of Barbo Compound, machinery.
Colfax county, as a result of In
Any druggist can
nd
01. of glycerine.
put this up or you can mix it at home at creased coal mining activity, will pay
cry little cost. Full directions for makon a $1,000,000 more mineral produc
ing and use come in each box of Barbo
tion this year than last year, the pro
Compound.
It will gradually darken duction
for 1917 having Increased by
streaked, faded gray hair, and make it soft
that
amount.
and glossy. It will not color the scalp, is not
Micky or greasy, and doea not rub off. Adr.
At El Paso, Tex., the Jury In the
Lyons murder trial brought In a verNot Too Mild.
dict against Felix R. Jones of murder
"Don't you enjoy listening to the and fixed his sentence at twenty-fiv- e
honk of the wild goose?"
years, after being out three hours and
"Not when he's driving an
forty-fiv- e
minutes.
State Food Commissioner Ralph C.
Ely appointed A. J. Maloy of Albu' querque a member of the State Food
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
T LOCAL, APPLICATIONS, as the J Administration to take charge
of the
cannot reach the aaat of the disease.
Catarrh Is a local disease, greatly Influ- grocery division In the state, giving
enced by constitutional conditions. HALL'S
CATARRH MEDICINE: will cure catarrh. his entire time to the work.
State Game Warden Theodore Rou- It Is taken Internally and acts through
the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of the ault, Jr., and Roy Hall, secretary of
Bystem. HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE
Is composed of some of the best tónica the Chama Rod and Gun Club, will go
known, combined with some of the best soon to Washington
to work for the
blood purifiers. The perfect combination
designation of Stinking Lake on the
of the Inirredlents In HALL'S CATARRH
MEDICINE is what produces such
Jicarllla reservation as a national
results In catarrhal conditions.
bird refuge.
Druggists 76c. Testimonials free.
V. J. Cheney & Co., Props., Toledo, O.
Mrs. R.. H. Case of Santa Fé, accused of killing her husband. Is out
Birds Needed on Farms.
$10,000 bond, although still at
under
of birds on
The encouragement
farms Is not a mere matter of senti- St Vincent's' sanitarium under mediment. They return a cash equivalent cal care. She waived preliminary exand have much to do with the succese amination before District Judge Reed
Holloman and was held to the grand
or failure of crops.
Jury.
The Enterprise Copper Company,
Precedent Is a convenient peg to
which has its headquarters In the
hnn? incompetency on.
Black Hawk Gulch In the Apache mining district, has filed articles of IncorYour Eyes Need Care poration
, When
with the State Corporation
Try Murine Eye Remedy
Commission.
Authorised
capitalisaHo Smartliic Jist Bra Oowfort. M oents St
Book.
or
tor
rrs. Bra
i)nsgista
nalL Writs
tion la $1,000,000. .
MU1UMB
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RAID IN RUSSIA

Peruna Relieved

"I understand, Mr. ltusp," began the
nave stranger, "that you once voted
for the Hon. "
"Yes," admitted old Itupus Rasp. "I
voted for him a good liiuny years RKo.
Also I once applied my youthful tongue
to an
sledge hammer. I.Ike-wis- e,
I once puld tuition to n correBREST-LITOVSDELEGATE8 SIGN
spondence school of glowing tail by
TREATY WITHOUT DISCUSSING
mail and thereby becoming Irresistible
to the lililíes. Hut It won't do you any
NEW GERMAN DEMANDS.
good to produce that tint package which
I observe outlined through your coat
and which I suspect Is a simple volHANG
BOLSHEVIKI ume of Great Flights of Oratory by
American Blatherskites, for while I
own up to having liecn a fool In my
time It Infurlutes me to he culled, even
REPORT SLAVS ACCEPTED ALL by Implication, a hopeless durn fool."
Kansas City Stur.
TERM8 TO HALT TEUTON
INVASION.
Ah, Me!
He Each hour I spend with you Is
pearl
to
'Ike
me.
r
Wsstern Newspaper Union News Service.
She Aw, quit stringing me. Jester.
Berlin (Via London), March 4.
"By reason of the signing of the peace
Skin Troubles
Itch
treaty with Russia," says the official Burn and disllgure That
quickly soothed
communication from headquarters last and healed by hot baths with Cutl-cur- a
night, "military operatious In Russia
Soap and gentle unolntlngs of
have ceased
Ointment.
For free samples,
address, "Cutlcura, Dept. X, Boston."
Petrograd, March 4. A German air- Sold by druggists and by mail. Soap
man bombed various parts of the city. 25, Ointment 25 and 50. Adv.
Three persons were killed and five
wounded.
Talk and Talkers.
"After all," said Attorney General
Amsterdam, March 4. According to Gregory at u dinner In Washington,
reports emanating from Poland, Leon "was there ever a great
talker who
Trotzky, Bolshevik foreign minister, wasn't a great bore? Look at Coledid not return to the peace conference ridge.
at Brest-Litovsbecause Germany ob"I said to a man the other day:
jected to his continuance as a Russian
"'The Judge is a splendid talker,
delegate. It Is stated that Trotzky's Isn't he?'
resignation will be forthcoming as a
" 'The finest,' said the man, 'I ever
result. Semi-officiGerman and Aus- escaped from.'" Case and Comment.
trian statements received here yes
terday set forth claims of forward
If yon with beautiful, clear white
steps toward peace between the cen- slothes,
ose Red Cross Bag Blue. At all
tral powers and Rumania.
food grocers. Adr.

HALTED BY PACT

My Cough

I Feel as
I Did

Mrs. Gertie Ebhardt, 219 East First
St., Kewanee, Illinois, writes:
"I have taken six bottles of your
Peruna for a cough, and I am all
well,
I went over to see a neighbor one day and I had a terrible
cough and my eyes were sore. She
gave me half a bottle of Peruna last
November, and It did me so much
good that I bought a bottle, and then
when I had finished that I oot an
other, and so on until I have taken
almost six bottles and I feel like a
new woman. I am fifty-nin- e
years

200

Twenty
Years Ago.
old, and since I have taken the Peruna, I feel as I did twenty yeara
ago. I will always keep Peruna in
my house."
Those who object to liquid medi
olnes can seoure Peruna tablets.

Win the War by Preparing the Land

'

Sowing the Seed and Producing Bigger Crops
Work In Joint Effort the Soil of the United States and Canada
FARMING IN MAN POWER NECESSABT
TO WIN THE BATTLE FOB LIBERTY

The Food Controller of the United States and Canada are asking for
greater food production. Scarcely 100,000,000 bushels of wheat are avail,
able to be sent to the allies overseas before the crop harvest.
Upon the
efforts of the United States and Canada rests the burden of supply.
Evtry Available Tillable Aere Must Contribute) Every Available
Farmer and Farm Hand Must Assist
Western Canada has an enormous acreage to be seeded, but man power
is short, and an appeal to the United Sates allies is for more men for seeding operation.

Canada's Wheat Production Last Year was 225,000,000 Bushels; the
Demand From Canada Alone for 1918 Is 400,000,000 Bushels
To secure this she must have assistance. She has the land but needs

the men. The Government of the United States wants every man who can
effectively help, to do farm work this year. It wants the land in the United
States developed first of course but it also wants to help Canada. Whenever we find a man we can spare to Canada's fields after ours are supplied,
;
we want to direct him there.
Apply to our Employment Service, and we will tell you where you can
Petrograd, March 4. In the fear
If there Is anything In the pot when best serve the combined interests.
that argument would result In even a gambling place Is raided it may be
Western Canada's help will be required not later than April 5th. Wages
more onerous terms, the Russian dele applied on the costs and fines of the to competent help, 250.00 a month and up, board and lodging.
gation at Brest-Litovsaccepted all owners of the money, Attorney General
Those who respond to this appeal will get a warm welcome, good wages,
the German peace conditions and Is McGhee of Ohio rules In effect.
good board and find comfortable homes.
They will get a rate of one cent
about to sign an agreement, according
to a telegram from the delegates re
It Is estimated that 1,000,000 horse a mile from Canadian boundary points to destination and return.
v For particulars as to routes and places where employment may be had
power will be obtained from Scotceived yesterday at the Smolny Institute. The demands already have been land's waterfalls.
U. S. EMPLOYMENT SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
apply to:
Increased, they reported.
The message, which was addressed to Premier
Lenlne and Foreign Minister Trotzky,
'
follows:
"As we tntlclpated, deliberations on
a treaty of peace are absolutely useless and could only make things
worse In comparison with the ultima
tum of Feb. 21.
"They might even assume the char
acter of leading to the presentation
Mrs. Etta Dorion, of Ogdensburg, Wis
of another ultimatum.
'In view of this fact and in conse
I suffered from female troubles which caused piercing pains
like a knife through my back and side. I finally lost all my
quence of the Germans' refusal to
strength bo I had to go to bed. The doctor advised an operation
cease military action until peace is
but I would not listen to lb I thought of what I had read about
signed, we have resolved to sign the
Lydia E. Plnkham's Vegetable Compound and tried It. The first
treaty without discussing its contents
bottle brought great relief and six bottles have entirely cured me.
and leave after we have attached our
All women who have female trouble of any kind ahould try
signatures. We, therefore, have reLydia E. Plnkham's Vegetable Compound,"
quested a train, expecting to sign to
day and leave afterwards.
How Mrs. Boyd Avoided an Operation.
'The most serious feature of the
Canton, Ohio. "I suffered from a female trouble which
new demands, compared with those of
causea me mucn sintering, and two doctors decided that
Feb. 21, is the following:
1 wouia have to go through an operation before I could
get well.
'To detach the regions of Kara- "My mother, who had been helped by Lydia E.Pink- baugh, Kars and Eatouni . from Rusnam s v egetaDie uompouna, aa visea me to try it De- sian territory on the pretext of the
zoro suomitung roan operation, it relieved meirom
right of people to
my troumes so i can qo my nouse wort without any
difficulty. I advise any woman who Is afflicted with jf
III!1
U A
female troubles to give Lydia E -- Plnkham's Vei
London, March 4. According to a
Compound
mud
a
semi-officitable
trial
and
as
it will do
news agency dispatch
for them.'' Mrs. Mabis Boyd, 1421 6th Bt.,
from Petrograd Saturday, a proclamaE.,
Ohio.
N.
Canton,
tion has been issued by the Bolshevik
government under the heading "Im
porters of German Kultur," asserting
that when the Germans entered Wol- mar Feb. 20, 200 persons were arrested and, without any Investigate,
were hanged In the market place. The
proclamation says this action resulted
from information
given the Bour-geoiswho gathered around the gallows and shouted, "The same fate
awaits 500 more." The Germans have
announced that all the Bolshevik Red
Guards will be hanged or shot.

Proof that Some Women
do Avoid Operations
say:

v

J

K1

M

Every Sick Woman Shóf

ii

LYDIA E.PINKHAMS
VEGETABLE . COMPOUND
Before Submitting

To

LYOIA

AMERICANS REPULSE

An Operation mi

E.PINKHAM

MEDICINE CO. LYNN. MASS,

RAID.

Shock Troops Driven Back by
U. S. Artillery Fire.
With the American Army in Fiance,
March 4. Another German raid on
the American line was made Friday
night in the Cheindn des Dames sector.
After sharp fighting the enemy
Hun

A plan of attack, including a map
of the American positions, indicating
every dugout, which was removed
from the body of a Prussian captain,
who led the recent assault upon the
sector northwest of Toul, shows how
completely the Germans prepare their
raids if, in fact, this was but a
simple raid, not having as its ultimate
object the retention of a portion of the

Getting Even With Orump.
"This certainly Is u hard winter."
"Huh. Any fool knows that."
"Then I needn't have told you."

22 Million Families
in the United States
If

EACH FAMILY saved one cup of wheat flour it would amount to
5,500,000 pounds, or more than 28,000 barrels. If this saving was made
three times a week, it would amount to 858,000,000 pounds, or 4,377,000
barrels in a year.
You can do your share in effecting this saving and really help to win
the war by omitting white bread from one meal today and baking in ita
place muffins or corn bread made according to this recipe:

salient.

Washington.
Five Americans, In
cluding Second Lieut. Harold F. Eadle
of Tllton, N. H , were killed, five wer
severely wounded and four slightly
wounded In the fight with the Germans north of Toul, March 1, the War
Department announced.
Drop Meatless Meal to Save Flour.
Washington.
Owing to increasing
demand of the allies for breadstuffs
and the Increased necessity for conservation of wheat, the Food Administration has decided to relax voluntary restrictions on meat consumption
with a view to increasing further
bread conservation.
To this end Food
Administrator Hoover announced that
meal
the meatless
each day and the
porkless Saturday are no longer necessary, but urges the public still to
adhere to the beefless and porkless
Tuesday.

Lucky Meeting.
With Corks in Them.
She Tee, hee ; It seems strange that
Passengers on water wagons this
we never met before.
year are advised to keep a sharp look'
He Yes, accidents will happen.
out for hostile periscopes.

cap con meal
cope floor

li t

pooa salt

4 teaspoons

'
DR.

Corn Meal Muffins
2 tablespoons sogar
No

eats

1 cop milk

Dr. Price's Baking Powder
2 tablespoons shortening
Sift dry ingredient together into bowl ; add milk and melted
shortening and beat welL Bake In greased muffin tins In hot
oven about 20 minutes. Same batter may be baked aa corn
bread in greased shallow pan.
titw Rédt Whítt and Bof booklet, uBest War Timt Reeiptt,' containing many offer)
recipes for making delicious and wholesome wheat saving food mailed tree.
PRICE'S CREAM BAKING POWDER, 1013 Independence Boulevard, Oúcac

FOOD WILL WIN THE WAR

Estancia

News-Heral- d

Pnbliahad

Terjf

DEATH OF

Thnrtday

J. A. CONSTANT.Editorand

Owner.

Entered ru second class matter Joue.rj 11
In the poetoffloe at Ratasola. N. M.,nndei
the Aot of Confrreeeof Maroh 8. 1907.

1907,

Subscription

$1.60

PROFESSIONAL

perysarin

advance

DIRECTORY

A. W. ROBERTS'
Or.
"
From Tahoka, Tex.

Veterinary Surgeon
Estancia, N.

M.

Let me save your stock'. Calls answer-daor night. Phone 35.
Torrance County Abstract Co,

y

A. R. POOL. Manager

ESTANCIA,

MRS. FENLEY

N. MEX.

Fifteen vears exDerience as an Ab
stracter. See us before placing your
orders, satisfaction guaranteed.

S. KING
Coonty Sarveyor
D.

Agrimensor de Condado
Mcintosh. N. M.

The passing of Mrs. Eleanor
McElmurry Fenley at 10:40 p. m.
March sixth, was as beautiful as
a dream.
She realized in the afternoon
the possibility of her going and
told her friends she wanted to
see all her loved ones, as she
probably would not be here long.
Those nearest and dearest were
summoned and with a beautiful
smile upon her face, she turned
to her companion and bade him
an affectionate farewell; then
speaking to her little sons, she
called each by name, giving each
a motherly caress. To the sister,
Mrs. J. M. Wood, who had been
a mother to her since their mother's death when Eleanor was six
years old, she intrusted the care
To the friends
of her boys.
about her she gave a pleasant
goodbye and adios.
Truly it may be said, this is
the passing of a wonderful character, one who was a student;
whose ideals were of the highest Her home and family were
first in her heart and mind, then
her friends and community.
She lived the Christianity she
professed some three years ago,
having in 1915 united with the
Baptist
under Bro.
church
Grant's ministry. In her church
wot k she was vice president of
the Ladies' Aid.
The other work in which she
was deeply interested was the
American Red Cross, being a
member of the executive board
of Torrance county Chanter
Her work in Rebekah Lodge had
carried her to past Noble Grand.
About five years ago she became
an Eastern Star, and at this time
was Associate Matron, only one
steD from the top.
Her heart was bound up in the
education of her children, and
she proposed to a few friends to
asorganize a parent-teacher- s
sociation, and had this illness not
intervened no doubt the plans
would have been perfected.
Mrs. Fenley was called away
at the age of 31. she was one
of a family of ten children, six
of whom are living.
She was married to Mr. George
Fenley in Estancia in December,

PROGRESSO

fl6T QUICKLY

Special Correspondence.

A good rain and snow visited
these parts last week which was
greatly appreciated by all.
Fred Frevert and family visited Mrs. N. A. Jones and family
Sunday.
Sunday school was well attended and much interest is being taken.
Rev. Waltz will preach at the
school house Friday evening.
C. Mi.Pearce, RayElliston and
made a business
B.
B. E.
trip to Estancia Monday.
Piggott will remain and work in
the shops.
John McGillivray of Lucy
passed through Progresso Sunday.

Howard Payne made a business trip to Vaughn Thursday.
Mrs. N. A. Jones lost a fine
calf with blackleg last week.
Mrs. Myers and son George,
C. M. Pearce and wife and Ray
'
Elliston visited B, E. Piggott
and family Sunday.
John Mourfield and brother
of the Rattlesnake Hill country
are cutting posts to fence their
ranches this week.
A son of Willis Humphries
from Arkansas City, Kansas, is
visiting him this week.

the right thing at the right time.
Act quickly In time of danger.
In time of kidney danger, Doan's
Do

Kidney Pills are most effective.
Plenty of evidence of their worth, in
this vicinity.
Mrs. E. C. Lidie, 215 McKenzie St.,
"The first
Santa Fe, N. Méx., says:
symptom of kidney trouble I noticed
was a sharp pain across my kidneys.
Then my kidneys began to act irregularly and bladder trouble annoyed me.
I was feeling miserable until a neighbor advised me to try Doan's Kidney
Pills.
After I had taken Doan's for a
few days I began to feel better. I
used several boxes and my kidneys
were acting regularly and I was enI have been
tirely cured of the pains.
in good health since."
Price 60c, at all dealers. Don't simply ask for a kidney remedy get
Doan's Kidney Pills the Bame that
Foster-MiburCo.,
Mrs. Lidie had.
Mfgrs Buffalo, N. Y.
adv

LUCY
Special Correspondence.

COUGH

CHAMBERLAIN'S

N. M. C. Time Table.

REMEDY

A FAVORITE

FOR

C01DS.

Northbound No. 1, Daily.
J. L. Easley, Macon, 111., in speaking
9:05 A.M. of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy says,
Torrance
" "During the past fifteen years it has
9:38
Cedarvale
10:18
" been my sister's favorite medicine, for
Progresso
" colds on the lungs. I myself have
11:00
Willard
"
11:34
(
taken it a number of times when sufEstancia j Arrive
p.
M.
12;01
Legve
fering with a cold and it always re" lieved me promptly. ' '
12:24
adv
Mcintosh
"
12:54
Moriarty
Noticia.
1:38" "
Stanley
Torreón, N. M.
"
2:42
Kennedy
"
3:55
Estoy listo para serró guardianilla
Santa Fe
para el primer Lunes de Abril deate
Southbound No. 2, Daily.
11:00 A.M. Ano de 1918, por Mori Padia Ha finado
Santa Fe
'.
12:10 P. M. murió en Marzo 17 del Ano de 1917.
Kennedy
Jobo A. Padia, Guardian.
"
1:13
Arrive
Stanley (Leave
1:38

Cedarvale....

2:20
2:45
3:20
4:00
4:35
5:15

Torrance

5:50

Moriarty
Mcintosh
Estancia

Willard...
Progresso

Notice for Publication.

"
"
"

"
"

"
"

"

In the District Court of Torrance County, State of New Mexico.
Mountainair State Bank, Plaintiff,
vs.
J. H. Latham, Defendant.
Number 794 Civil.
To the defendant J. H. Latham: You
are hereby notified that the above
styled cause is pending against you in
the District Court of Torrance County,
State of New Mexico, and that your
property has been attached, and that
the names of the parties to the said
suit are Mountainair State Bank of
New Mexico, plaintiff,
Mountainair,
and J. H. Latham defendant; and that
the general objects of the action are to
recover costs of suit and principal, interest, and attorney's fees due from
you to plaintiff according to the terms
of certain notes signed by you and deThat
livered by you to the plaintiff.
the amount of plaintiff's claim is
$6,998.15 and costs of suit.
That the name of plaintiff's attorney
and his postofiice and business address
Estancia, New
is Fred H. Ayers,
Mexico.
You are further notified that unless
you enter your appearance in said
cause on or before the 18th day of
April, 1918, and unless you appear at
that return day, judgment will be rendered against you in said cause by default and your property sold to satisfy
the judgment.
(Seal)
JULIAN SALAS,
Clerk of the District Court of Torrance
County, State of New Mexico.

DUE

DESPONDENCY

TO

CONSTIPATION.

Women often becomes nervous and
When this is due to condespondent.
stipation it is easily corrected by taking an occasional dose of Chamberlain's
Tablets. Tnese tablets are easy to
adv
take and pleasant in effect.

Election Proclamation.
All qualified electors, residing within
the corporate limits of the Village of
Estancia, New Mexico, are hereby notified that an election will be held in
office, in
the Estancia
aforesaid village, on ihe first Tuesday,
being the 2nd day, of April, 1918, to
elect a Mayor, a Village Clerk, and
four members of the Board of Council-mefor a term of two. years, as provided by Chapter 72, Laws of 1913.
News-Heral- d

A meeting was held Friday
night at the school house in the
W. H. MASON
interest of a graded high school
Physician and Optician
at Lucy. The interest amounted
REFRACTING A SPECIALTY
to enthusiasm with many.
A
OfflM
was appointed to meet
committee
C. E. EWING, Mayor.
N.M.
Estancia,
North Main St..
the county board of education at
Attest: H. C. WILLIAMS,
Village Clerk.
Mountainair to see what we
get
could
in
way
the
educaof
and
for
Publishing
Posting
Notice
Amble
tional improvement.
The folDepartment of the Interior,
Physician and Surgeon
lowing committee and other inUnited States Land Office
Treating
Offloe practice and consultation.
terested parties went to Mounof Eyes and Fitting of Glasses a Specialty.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Office at Drug Store
Feb. 2, 1018.
tainair on the 4th inst. to meet
MOUNTAIN AIR. N. M.
Serial No. 033816
the board of education: Mr. and
given that the
Notice is hereby
Mrs. C. H. Bennett, Mr. and
Santa Fe Pacific Railroad Company,
Mrs.
Mr.
J.
Luther,
T.
and
Mrs.
by Howel Jones, its Land CommissionPLEASANT VIEW W. F. Peel, Mr. and Mrs. G. W.
er, has this day filed in this office its
Special Correspondence.
FRED H. AYERS
application, Serial No. 033816 to select
Austin, M. A. Maloney, Mrs. 1Í.
fell
week,
A
last
snow
nice
under the provisions of the Act of
Attorney and Counselor at Law
V. Clayton, Mr. and Mrs. C. H.
melting for a while and soaking Miller, Mrs. J. E. Patterson,
Congress approved April 21, 1904 (33
Offi.ee honra S :80 a rn to 4 :S0p n
Stat., 211) the following described
the ground.
Misses
Hattie
Reed
Ethel
and
NEW MEXICO
ESTANCIA.
lands:
Bro. Phipps made his appoint- Hubbard.
The attitude of the
NEW MEXICO PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN-NEW
ment Saturday and Sunday.
MEXICO.
board expressed to the committee
Eurlng1
E.
C
T. IN., R. 12 W.
very
encouraging
high
was
for
a
family
Manning
W.
W.
The
DENTIST
Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, SJÍ Si4. Sec. 1.
school.
NEW MEX.
ESTANCIA
are about well from their four
T. 3 N., R. 21 W.
A new company under the
Sometimes out of town first of week,
weeks siege of pneumonia.
Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, Sec. 21; SJ SE4',
but always in Estancia office Friday
& Co. has been
Sec. 22;
SJÍ SH. Sec. 23; EJÍ NEU,
Hubert Parker attended Bing-in- g name of Austin
SEM, NWM
SW14- SW,, Sec. 26 S
and Saturdays. Office in Ayers building
organized,
incorporation
and
is
27; Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, SH
Sec.
SEM.
in the neighborhood Sunday
being completed as fast as mat
Sec. 28.
SEy,
W. DRAYTON WASSON
night.
T. 5 N., R. 10 E.
ters can be put through. The
NJ SEM, SWM SEM, NE'4 SWJ4,
SEASON.
THE PNEUMONIA
Attorney at Law
Miss Isabelle Clark returned object of the new iustitution is
Sec. 20.
The cold, damp weather of March
1909.
to her school duties at Willard to carry a general line of merT. 2 N., R. 6 E.
Will practice in all Courts of New Mexico
seems to be the most favorable for the
Rev. Grant conducted the fun- Sunday.
Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, Sec. 4; Lot 1, Sec. 5.
be
will
chandise,
as
such
needed
the
time
to
Now
is
germ.
Baptist
pneumonia
Any
and
all persons claiming adthe
NEW MEX.
eral services at
ESTANCIA
Pneumonia often re- versely the lands described, or desiring
Messrs. Luke Burns, Sr., and by the settlers of the valley. The be careful.
church at 3:30 p. m. , March 7.
object because of the mineral charThe burial was at the Estancia John Crumley and Mrs. N- A. following are the officers of the sults from a cold. The quicker a cold to
acter of the lands or for any other reaRESTAURANT
cemetery and conducted by the Lester had a birthday Sunday, company: John
is gotten rid of the less the danger. son, to the disposal to applicant, should
McGillivray,
Chili and Short Orders
Eastern Star.
president; Julius Meyer, vice As soon as the first indication of a cold file their affidavits of protest in this
Many beautiful floral offerings and they report they had cake, president, and G. W. Austin, appears take Chamberlain's Cough office, on or before the 25th day of
Pigola Bread
Remedy.
As to the value of this March, 1918.
secretary-treasureStock book, preparation, ask anyone
Packed Dust Proof, Germ Proof from friends and organizations too.
who has used FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.'
to which she belonged covered
Cakes and Pies
adv
held at Mr. and stationery and other supplies are it.
Singing
was
she
which
the white casket in
J. R. WASH.
Sunday expected in a few days.
Mrs. N. A. Lester's
hiirl ronnoarprl tn ho lain ttwav.
All who knew her grieve and night.
Raymond T. Sanchez sympathize
with the loved ones
An explosion occurred Sunday COULD HARDLY
truly
for
she numbered her- General Merchandise friends by her
night
between Willard and Bron
acquaintances.
Wagon Yard
cho on the railroad, blowing up
STAND ALONE
All Kinds of Feed
For Sale.
westbound passenger train No,
Chilili, N. M.
Land for Sale
Some good farm teams, also 21, killing fireman and engineer,
Terrible Suffering From Headache,
Also V on right hip, mountain wagon, buggies, single and tearing the engine to pieces.
Sideache, Backache, and Weak-nes- t,
cross on right shoul- and double harness.
If you want good furniture at the right price, see
Shufflebar-ger'- s Cause not known.
der, XX on left hip.
Relieved by Cardui,
Transfer Line, 114 John
Rane 6 miles north
Mr. Bivins and daughter at
Says This Texas Lady.
1 mile west of Lucy.
Albuquerque, N. M.
tended church services Sunday
Notify Mrs. S. A. St.,
Edmonds & Sons.
A BIU0US ATTACK.
afternoon.
Gonzales, Tex.
Mrs. Minnie Pbil- Lucy, N. M., of any cattle with above
When you have a bilious attack your
brands strayed from range.
J. L. Clark returned home pofc of this place, writes:: "Five yea
liver fails to perform its functions.
Will be pleased to show you,
ago I was taken with a pain In my
The food from a two weeks business trip left side. It was right under, my
You become constipated.
And always welcome
you eat fermentB in your stomach in- to Gallup and other places.
left rib. It would commence with an
inflames
stead of digesting.
This
the
Mrs. Leonard is recuperating aching and extend up Into my left
Agent for
stomach and causes nausea, vomiting
M.
shoulder and on down Into my back.
an attack of roseola.
from
ChamTake
and a terrible headache.
By that time the pain would be so
tone
up
They
will
Tablets.
Bro. Perkins will preach next severe I would hare to take to bed,
CONTINENTAL OILS berlain's
your liver, clean out your stomach and
Sunday
the 10th at 3 p. m., choir and Buttered usually about three days
you will soon be as well as ever. They
. ..I suffered this way for three years.
following.
practice
adv
cost only a quarter.
and got to be a mere skeleton and was

C.J.

r.

Notice

The Valley Furniture Co.

Ghas. Sáwey
AND GAS

RED GROSS
Several copies of "Arc Rays,"
a Red Cross publication sent
from Denver, nave been received
Henry Swan, di
this week.
rector of publicity of the moun
tain division, asked that copies
be forwarded each auxiliary, and
that the chapter and auxiliaries
see that inserted notices of needs
of the Red Cross be given all
possible publicity m our weekly
papers.
The plan of further decentralizing the work of the Red Cross
by vesting chapters with the responsibility and supervision of
all activities within their territory, has been adopted in practically all of the fourteen divisions of the organization, including the Mountain Division.
"It order to enable a Chapter
co handle properly the work
within its jurisdiction, it obviously is essential that all instructions and communications to its
Branches and Auxiliaries De issued through the Chapter office,"
said John W. Morey, manager of

ESTANeiA, N.

ENCINO STATE BANK
ENCINO,
MEXICO
NEW
CAPITAL 25,000.00

so weak I could hardly stand alone.
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
Was not able to go anywhere and had
Notice is hereby given that a document
to let my house work go... I suffered
purporting to be the last will and tesawful with a pain In my bao: and I
had the headache all the timt. I just
tament of Annie M. Ayers deceased, From the Independent.
was unable to do a thing. My life
and late of Torrance County, New
misery, my etoma'-- got In an
was
Messrs. T. E- - Rogers, J. N awfula condition,
Mexico, has been filed Tor probate as
caused from taking
SMes
C.
Wood
Al
Hollon,
and
by
law and that the date
provided for
so mucn meaicine. 1 suffered so much
pain.
had
Just
I
about given up all
fixed for the hearing in the probating singer went to Roswell last Sathopes of our getting anything to help
of the said will is May 6th, 1918, and urday to attend district court as me.
any and all persons interested therein
One day a Birthday Almanac was
or having any objections to the pro. witnesses.
thrown In my yard. After reading
testimonials I decided to try Carits
bating of the said will are notified to
Clem Shaffer and B. L. Mitch
am so thankful that I did,
present their claims before that date ell made a trip to Estancia today dui, and
for I began to improve when on the
or to present them in open court at ten
second
bottle...
I am now a well
going in the former's auto.
o'clock in the forenoon on that day.
woman and feeling; tine and the cure
permanent
been
has
for it has been
JULIAN SALAS, .
Len Booth is back from a two
years since my awful bad health.
County Clerk,
week's visit to Phoenix, Arizona, I will always praise and recommend
Torrance County, New Mexico,
78
where he went on business and Cardui." Try Cardui today.

MOUNTAINAIR

the Mountain Division, in dis
cussing the new departure.
In order to carry this plan to
its ultimate and logical conclu
sion, the Division Managers
throughout the country have decided to have all business of
Branches and Auxiliaries conducted through the natural channel of the Chapter, so that, the
Division Office will deal only with
Chapters, and Chapters in turn
will handle and be in complete
charge of the Branches and
Auxiliaries."
.

Does a general banking business. Live stock loans 11 specialty.
you to call on us and tell us your needs.
F. H. WOOD, Pres. W. A. MARSHALL,

couple
of hounds by express from Okla
homa today, and threatens to ex
terminate the coyotes and mountain lions in all the Mesa country.

Land Appraiser Clary of the
Federal Farm Loan Bank of
Wichita, was here from Saturday till Monday, appraising lands
on which application for loans
have been made.

R. B. COCHRANE

0
0

All work guaranteed
Shop on North Main Street
Estancia,

New Mexico

Cash.

t

He Buys and Sells Real

Shoe and Harness

Repairing

C. L. CREIGHTON,

BftRNET FREILINGER J
The Land Man

0

f

Estate and Live Stock

oo

pleasure.

Ernest Davis received a

V.--

We invite

Neal xjenson

0

U. S. Commissioner
Land Office Business of all Kinds Transacted.
Fire. Life, Accident and Health Insurance.
Legal Papers Drawn and Acknow
ledged. Residences and
Farms for Rent.

Estancia, New Mexico
it

nooc

ic
i

I

4

LOCAL MATTERS
OF INTEREST
For long term farm loana see
H. V. Lipe.
Mr. Spitzmesaer went to Albuquerque Wednesday.
gas
For sale,
engine. See Thos. L. Dial.
The merchants got in another
car of case goods this week.
B. E. Pedrick, stockman of
Willard, was in Estancia Monday.
For Bale, sheet iron heater,
See Dr. C. E.
.sofa and chairs.
Ewing.
Wanted, within next ten days,
I, 000 good secondhand sacks.
Fred L. Burruss.
Leo Douglas and Paul Dean
returned Wednesday from a business visit to Santa Fe.
Leo Douglas and Neal Jenson
have become agents for the
Western Indemnity Co.
Mares for sale, on time with
:... . T7- J TJ
J
C
Ayers, Estancia, N. M.
For Sale, yearling and
Hereford Bulls. The
Titsworth Company, Capitán, N.
-j

wv.-.-

two-year-o-

M.

Mrs. Tom Cain and baby arrived from Douglas, Arizona,
Tuesday, for a visit with the
home folks.
The weather continues springLast Friday six inches of
like.
snow fell, which soon melted.
The precipitation is recorded as
.44 of an inch.
Sam Jenson is moving his furniture stock to the room formerly
occupied as a billiard hall, where
he will have a nice room and a
chance to display his goods.
W. R. Marsh had his second
trial before Justice Lobb at Willard Monday on the charge of issuing a worthless check, and was
promptly acquitted by a jury.
Matt Nidey did a pretty good
business in potatoes last year.
He got 77 sacks he thinks fully
100 bushels off a half-acr- e
patch, and they were fine potatoes.
Judge Robertson of Muscogee,
Okla. , a brother of Mrs. J. R.
Marsh, visited here last week.
He intended to stay longer, but
was called home by tbe illness of
his wife.
F. B. Phillips haB gone to Albuquerque to work in the shops.
Mrs. Phillips is with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Condit at present,
and will go to Albuquerque in a
few days.

Gooseberry plants for sale. I
afternoon, between the court house and town, have two classes of Houghton
They are
gooseberry plants.
an overcoat. Liberal reward.
very hardy and prolific in this
W. A. Hill.
climate. Fred H. Ayers, Estan
C. S. Kenyon of Tyrone, Ok- cia, N. M.
lahoma, who bought the Bilsing
R. W. Davis says he isn't go
place, will be here soon to being
to put all his eggs in one bascome a resident.
this season. He did very
ket
For sale cheap; 1 good work well last year, but raised very
team. 1 mare with foal. Inquire little except beans.
He will
of Leo Douglas or Farmers and plant pintos again this year, but
Stockmens Bank.
if he can get the seed will plant
Dr. Mason - having the grip white beans also, besides a vaDr. Ottosen was up riety of forage crops.
this week.
from Willard yesterday looking
Fletcher Dorr, a printer who
after Dr. Mason's patients.
worked a few weeks for the WilFor sale, work horses, mares, lard News, turns up as the man
and saddle horses, part broke, who burglarized Willard.
He
partunbroke.
Fair size. G. W. was captured at Vaughn Sunday
Felton, 4 miles east of Mcintosh. with some of the goods by Dep.
He entered a
The Antonio Fenaglio place in uty Sheriff Baca.
the Silverton neighborhood has plea of guilty on preliminary
been sold to Mrs. McAlpin of hearing and is now in jail awaitTucumcari, who will move on ing the action of the grand jury.
the place.
Friday afternoon, March 1,
Our goods are here and we are 1918, Little Miss Deeola Robin
ready to see customers first door son invited several of her little
Our friends to help her celebrate her
south of Kemp's store.
The time was
spring opening of millinery will 3d birthday.
occur on Saturday, March 16th, merrily spent in playing games,
We invite you to come and see until Deeola's mother called the
little folks to the dining room,
us. Estancia Millinery Co.
where the birthday cake decorat
One of the new locomotives for
ed with three candles was placed
shop
the N. M. C. arrived in the
in the center of the table, after
Saturday evening and will be the candles had been lighted by
ready for service in a few days, little Deeola,
the youngest of the
engine, set
It is an
company, and the two others
up high, and looks much larger next in age, Catherine Walker
than the engines now in use, and Frederic Cook. The little
The other engine purchased is folks were then served with cake
on the way and will be here and lemonade.
Those present
Repairs for the steam
shortly.
were Catherine Walker, Juanita
shovel have been ordered. The Roper, Ruth Burton, Flo Armnew officers made a trip over the strong, Deeola Robinson, Frank
road, in a special Pullman, going C. Ewing, Billie Meador, Fred
down to Torrance Saturday even eric Cook, Faris, Loyd and Don
ing and returning Sunday.
Robinson.
Lost, Tuesday

Up to date our better train
service has not brought us better
n
mail service.
Postmaster
was advised that a pouch
service would be installed for the
present, but so far the pouches
have failed to materialize.
A good job is being done grading and filling Main street from
the McGhee place on the north
to the block in front of the Estancia Auto Co. garage. The
two principal business blocks and
a little more is being surfaced
with gravel.
Mrs. J. L. Stubblefield and son
Ralph departed Sunday for a
Their jourvisit in California.
ney was scarcely begun when
the accident occurred mentioned
elsewhere, but as no passengers
were hurt, they escaped injury-Cardhave been received announcing the birth of a son to
Rev, and Mrs. Chas. Fulkerson
of Irving, Kansas, Mrs. Fulkerson will be remembered as Miss
Tibbetts, a visitor at the Peterson home last summer.
J. C. Peterson and wife spent
the week end in Albuquerque attending the auto show, They
report a splendid display of many
makes of automobiles as well as
all kinds of Fords.
The show
was a success in every particular
and netted a neat sum for the
Red Cross, 20 per cent of the
proceeds being donated to it.
All-ma-

s

WOMAN'S

The Woman's Club met at the
home of Mrs Green, February
16th, with nine members present.
election of
The
officers took place resulting as
follows: President, Mrs. Jenson;
vice president, Mrs. Kelly; sec

i-

Saturday, March 16,

"On

Dangerous

Grounds" Pastime.

CLUB

March 12 at Pastime, "A Daogh
ter of the Poor," by Bessie Love.

semi-annu-

retary; MrsBay; treasurer, Mrs.
Stubblefield.
The business being concluded
the hostess assisted by Mrs,
Roberts served delicious refreshThe club will meet
ments.
with Mrs. Mason March 2nd.

Cheese

Careful and Systematic
handling of your laundry when it enters
our establishment means just this:

Factory cleanliness, neatness, promptness. No
From
of the State of Wisconsin. Buy mix-u- in the distribution or collection,
will keep Just as much care is exercised in the
the best cheese- -it
folding and packing as in the washing
your healthy complexion.
n

p

Give us a trial and be convinced.

VALLEY HOTEL
ESTANCIA

SANTA FE ELECTRIC LAUNDRY

J. E. Hinman, Agent, 2 doors north
of postoffice.

Estancia Drug Company

Missouri.

In February, 1913, Mr. Phillips
with his family moved to Cedar-valNew Mexico, where he
made his home until his death.
In 1903 he united with the
Methodist Episcopal church in
Huntsville, Missouri, and never
moved his membership.
He was a kind husband and
loving father, and a trustworthy
The aim
friend and neighbor.
he never lost sight of was to live
honestly and treat others as he
would be treated.
He leaves to mourn his de
parture a wife and six children,
of whom all but one reached his
bedside shortly after his decease.
Four daughters and two sons,
Mrs. Fred Johnston of Pueblo,
Colorado, Mrs. S. M. Williams of
Miss Carrie
Bisbee, Arizona,
Phillips of Cedarvale, New Méx.,
Mrs. Gus Dahlof Flagstaff, Arizona, two sons William Edward
and James Evan of Cedarvale,
New Mexico.
He has gone from ua to a bet
ter home from whence no travel
er returns.
e,

$450

f. o. b.
Detroit,

Valley iluto Qo.
ESTANCIA, N.

M.

The Farmer's Friend
Tell us your needs; we are here to serve you.
AMIGO DE LOS RANCHEROS
Estamos para servirlos. Dignanos lo que Vd. necessita.

Mountainair State Bank, M0UNAIR'
STRENGTH and SERVICE

Corn and Feed
We have just received a car of corn
and feed. Also a big shipment of
fresh groceries. Come and get prices.

DIED
Jesse Norman, who has been
ill several years and has had sev

KEMP BROS,

MOTOR. CAR y

ESTANCIA AUTO GO.

Strength

-

.

is a iui:tu uiocn,,
uatarm by
constitutional conditions, ana
fluenced
you
take an

must
in order to cure it
Hall's Catarrh Medi
internal remedy.
cine is taKen lmermuiy
vn mo
tne Diouu ii
.in- - nn,...rU Vf AillinA wnn
prescribed by one of the best physicians

O.

tho
stronirth aud alsu in the esteem of the people.
who appreciate safety for their money and careful, efficient service.

For Sale.

176 acres (bean land) for sale
on the southeast corner of Tor

reon Grant, in the inside of said
Grant. 1900 pounds of beans per
acre raised in the neighborhood
of said land. Juan C. Jaramillo,
Torreón, N. M.

APPLES

Elkhorn Creamery
Swedish-America-

Edward S. Phillips departed
this life February 27th, 1918, at
his home six miles southwest of
Cedarvale, New Mexico,1
He was born in Swansea Val
ley, South Wales, England, Aug
ust 12th, 1846. He came to
America on September 3rd, 1879.
He lived the most of his time in

'

testimoniáis, iree.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo,
All uruKBiaw, iw.
Ball's Family Pills for constipation

Fancy Coffee
20c to 45c per lb.

OBITUARY

DUBBB

....

Has got in a New Stock of Groceries

We have just received part of a very large order of papetries, including box stationery of
the very latest design. The balance should
be here by the time you read this. Come
and get your choice.

AT PHONE OFFICE

eral onerations. died in Albu
querque Tuesday evening.
The body was brought nere
and buried in Estancia cemetery.
Funeral services were held in the
Baptist church yesterday, con
For Sale.
ducted bv Rev. W. C. Grant.
Deceased was about thirty
ac
Comine2- - and
years
of age. He leaves a wjfe
climated and registered Hereford
.
bulls. Choice team young work and two children.
mules. For further information
'
Notice Abstracts.
apply to H. W. Melton, Negra,
Rnhprann Abstract Company,
N. Mex.
incorporated, announces revision
For Sale.
of its prices ertective' Jan. i
1918, on all orders hlel on or ai
W'.
4
Condit,
W.
At home of
ter said date.
of
miles west and 3 miles south
Thia comDanv is incorporated Agents for Torrance County.
Parts, Supplies and Repairs
Estancia, 6 hole range, heating
of this state, and
laws
the
under
matressstove, sewing machine,
the law makes an abstract certi
ps. child's bed, chairs, rockers,
fied to as correct by its secretary
many
and
collars,
some horse
and under its corporate seal evi
Confidence the Result of
other things,
dence of the matters thereby
or
Records
Public
The strenslh of this bank js the direct result of its efficient management,
shown same as
ample resources and capital. Tlie confidence of tbe people is the result of
G- Kob- gluteal a " n.annnt- Re Cured
Ralph
county.
Torrance
they
the atrenittb anil unquestioned safety which the bank uniros its depositors
with LOCAI. APPUCpiONS
Evr r siuce its establishment the bank has Rradually grown in
Bnd patrons
oco..
"" ", " in,
erson, Secretary.
cannot ruuwi
accounts of all
Wo invite

tonics known.
posed of some - of the- best.....
kn.f
it- buhib
v h. hlnnn
comDtnea wnn
ot
purifiers.
The perfect combination
In Hall's Catarrh Medithe ingredients produces
such wonderful
cine is what
results In catarrhal conditions. Send for

Neis Frostenson

NOW

The Woman's Club met at the
home of Mrs. Mason March 2nd,

with nine members present.
Mrs. SDitzmesser was voted
upon and elected to membership.
After the club adjourned Mrs.
Mason assisted by Mrs. Williams
served delightful refreshments.
The club will meet with Mrs.
Nash March 16th.

Some Here
Some Coming

PAY POLL TAX

$1.00 TO S1.75 PER

BOX

All in first class condition. This may
be yonr last chance to buy at retail for
wholesale prices.

A. T.COCHRAN
Phone orders given prompt attention

A

Strong Bank with no side lines.

Straight Banking.

Experienced management and lame financial resuuroos at our command.

Capital and Surplus $25.000.00
We pay 4 per cent on Time Deposits
Torrance County Savings Bank
The Oldest Bank in Torrance County
Willard, New Mexico

.
jt
2ii
i Juan
xz.
.jaraimiiu
Merchandise
Dealer in General
Pay CASH FOR HIDES AND PELTS

cans. Feed Corn. Alfalfa, Feed. Baled
Gasoline Oil.
Full-fille- d
in Groceries,
Bean Hulls, and Baled Corn Husks.
Clothing. Specialty in 6ilk bcarfs,
and
Shoes,
Goods,
Dry
Silk Fringe Shawls, Linen and Silk Infant Robes.
PHONE NO

.

15.

Tnrrpnn. IL Mex.

w

5

t
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ESTANCIA

NEWS-HERAL-

AN EPITOME OF

"

LATE

!Jj

NEWS

SOURCES

1 It la by means of heavy guns such as are shown In this picture that the Italians hope to convince the Teutons along the Blver Piave that In the twentieth cetitury civilization right only is might. 2 Laborers and soldiers are continually repairing the highways leading to the fighting front wrecked by German shells and heavy
traffic. 8 The result of a trench raid; a squad of German prisoners captured by the French and brought Into
prison camp.
the

NEWS REVIEW OF
THE PAST WEEK
Japan Offers to Land Troops
Siberia If Allies Say the

in

Word.
EMBASSIES LEAVE PETROGRAD
SI-- ,
Traveling Through Bandit-Infeste- d
berla to Reach Safety Austria
Cannot Break Away From Her
Alliance With Germany.

Japan has asked for permission to
land troops in Siberia to prevent the
vast quantities of munitions and other military stores at Vladivostok and
long the Unes of the Siberian railroad from falling into the hands of
the Germans. It was feared that the
Germans might attempt to force the
Wshevlkl to deliver these stores to
the Germans as a part of a peace
Agreement. Japan announced her willingness to undertake such an expedition by herself or In connection with
troops sent by other of the allied nations.
While all officials at Washington are
Silent and disposed to minimize
of the subject it Is known that
Exchanges of opinion are going on with
the object of a perfect understanding
Ibetween Japan, the United States and
which would
the other
make the plan of Joint action wholly
thoroughly
define
acceptable to all and
Its extent and duration.
Russian representatives at Washington oppose action by the Japanese in
are thorSiberia, but the
oughly alarmed lest the vast quantities
up
Vladivostok,
piled
supplies
at
of
bought and paid for with American
cash, should fall into the bands of the
Germans.
Criticism at bom of the failure of
Japan to play a larger part In the war
Is said to have been Influential In bringing about the negotiations.
Onr boys have had their first taste
of the deadly Hun gas. Without warning of any kind gas shells began bursting among the men of an American artillery regiment on the western front,
and more than 200 men were down be-fo-r
they could put on gas masks. Eight
men died within a few minutes and 200
were taken to hospitals where they suffered every conceivable torture while
the doctors worked over them in an
effort to get air into their lungs. While
the American troops in France have
been supplied with gas equipment and
with gas shells for the field guns they
had never been used, American commanders feeling that they could not
bring themselves to so violate all evidences of civilization by such a method
of warfare. The gassing of American
troops has, however, convinced our
commanders at the front that they
most fight the Hun In his own way,
brutal and inhuman though that way
may be, and the Boches will be given
taste of their own weapons.

The strain between Austria and Germany Is undoubtedly Increasing. Austria's refusal to again attack Russia in
spite of Germany's renewal of the war
against the bolshevikl has Increased the
tenseness of the situation existing between the two governments, and It was
reported that Germany had practically
ordered the Austrian government' to
end troops Into Russia, and that Austria bad refused. Austria also refuses
to continue the war against Roumanla
so long as there la a possibility of concluding a peace arrangement with that
nation. Poor Roumanla, cut off from
every possible source of assistance
from the outside, without munitions or
adequate guns can seemingly do nothing more than accept such peace terms
as the Huns may offer.
The most encouraging thing for the
future of both Roumanla and Russia
la the statement made for the allied
governments to the effect that any
peace that may be forced upon these
two countries by the Teutonic nation?
will not be considered as final, and particularly so If such peace involves the
aesslon of any territory to the nations

of the central powers. The allied nations are committed to the terms of
no annexations and no indemnities for
Germany or her cohorts. To permit
Germany to seize the best provinces of
Russia would mean simply preparing
the German people for a repetition of
their attack on the world's freedom In

the future.

The speech of Count von Hertllng.
German Imperial chancellor, before the
relchstag, in reply to President Wilson's most recent address before congress regarding the war alms of the
United States, Is not regarded by leaders In the United States or England
as Increasing the chance for peace.
Count von Hertllng professed acceptance of the four principles of a democratic peace enunciated by President
Wilson and disclaimed any Intention
of conquest but these protestations
have not convinced President Wilson
and his advisers. It is said, that Germany Is ready to forgo ambitions of
conquest Other parts of the chancellor's speech are regarded as conclusive
proof that Germany intends retaining
control, in one form or another, of
nearly all the foreign territory that
she now occupies.
Count von Hertllng's reference to
Belgium Is far from satisfactory.
While hinting that Germany does not
annexing Belgium, the
contemplate
chancellor proposes to Impose conditions which would restrict the freedom
of action of the kingdom and place It at
the mercy of the Teutonic empire.
The entente point of view was expressed by one distinguished diplomat
who declared that von Hertllng's
speech has effectually closed the door
to further peace talk. "Belgium Is a
question of honor," he declared. "It
cannot be discussed. So long as the
enemy refuses to do Justice to Belgium
they cannot be expected to perform
Justice in any other Instances."

American forces occupy splendid

po

sitions throughout practically the en
tire line. They are In nearly all cases
on the high ground, and It Is these
positions
against
which Germany must throw her shock
troops In massed battalions.
The
price these troops will pay for even an
attempt to break through will be ter
rific, and tn all probability more than
the million men von Hlndenburg has
prophesied.
It Is not likely that
even the Iron discipline of the German
army will withstand such losses.

strong defensive

Possibility of a disagreement
be
tween the United States and Spain
because of the refusal of the latter
country to supply certain war materials to General Pershing was remov
ed by the signing of an economic agree
ment, under which General Pershing
will get mules, army blankets and oth
er materials from Spain in return for
cotton, oil and other commodities from
the United States. Success of these
negotiations was welcomed by officials
In Washington as ability to buy sup
plies In Spain will save ship tonnage
and enable General Pershing to build
up his reserve stores more rapidly. The
United States was able to bring pres
sure to bear upon Spain by refusing
fuel to Spanish steamers In American

ports.

The German Invasion of Russia
mysteriously slowed up and on March
first It was reported from London that
the forward movement of the Huns
had been stopped on orders from Berlin. At the same time reports from
Petrograd were to the effect that the
bolshevikl were preparing to make the
best possible defense of that city if
It was attacked.
On February 28 It was reported from
Petrograd that the allied ambassadors
had left the Russian capital for Siberia. It Is unlikely that they will be
able to reach the Pacific coast at
debate be
While the
Vladivostok In less than close to three
tween the statesmen of the belligerent
weeks,
probabilities are that
and
countries has been looked upon with they will be the
seriously molested by the
approval by leaders of thought In this mobs of
armed bandits that are roamcountry on the theory that no chance ing
the country from the Ural mounof effecting a peace on terms accept
tains to beyond Lake Baikal. The bolable to the allies should be overlooked, shevikl have practically no control of
at the same time there has been a feel- any kind beyond the Ural mountains,
ing that the continued peace talk may though
it claims to have suppressed
have a harmful effect upon the public
Siberian republic.
morale In the allied countries. There the
has been a determination in Washing
Every report received from Austria
ton not to permit any peace discuscountry would
sions to delay war preparations for indicates that that
willingly
seek pence on any fairly reaone minute, and the only harmful efby the allies, If
fect. It Is declared, would be upon the sonable basis offered
It were possible for her to do so, but
spirit of the people.
so dominated by German InfluWhile there are still conflicting opin she Is
ence that It Is hardly possible for her
ions as to whether Germany will unawny. The hold of Germany
break
to
dertake a real offensive on the west Is
through the Austrian
front this spring, reports coming In- armymaintained
which has been very largely Gerdirectly from Germany Indicate that
the German public Is being prepared manized since the war began.
So It Is believed that Austria will
for the tremendous losses that must
result If such an offensive Is attempt- have to remain In her unholy partnerdespite her war weariness.
ship
She
Dispatches from Stockholm deed.
clare that the German high command has lost 3,500,000 men, her food situhas given the executive committee of ation is desperate, and the future,
the relchstag the confidential Informa even If Germany could win, Is dark
for her, for a greater Germany would
tion that the contemplatedoffenslvewlll
cost Germany a million men. For this only mean a more Impotent Austria,
She
but she cannot break away.
staggering price. It Is declared. General von Hlndenburg and General von must continue In the war under pain
of being stamped on by the nation
Ludendorf have absolutely guaranteed
success.
Leaders of the majority In that has her In Its power.
That is how our allies regard the
the relchstag are said to be reconciled
to the offensive as the only thing left Austrian situation, and is the explanation
of their lukewarmness
for Germany to do, but there is a widespread feeling of pity and horror that toward the American effort to widen
a million Uves should be sacrificed the rift between the kaiser and Emwhen victory, however great It may be, peror Carl.
will not force peace. The Germans, It
The German socialists have not taken
Is declared, at the most expect that
a big military victory will convince kindly to the German government's
Germany
Is
toward President Wilson's
England
attitude
America and
that
unbeatable and to make the western last peace message. During the deworld amendable to suggestions for a bate In the relchstag on von Hertllng's
speech Phlllpp Scheidemann, socialist,
peace conference.
took the emperor to task for his reply
While the allied commanders realize to the address of the burgomaster df
that the expected German offensive will Hamburg, In which the emperor said:
"We desire to live In friendship with
be a staggering blow to withstand, they
are confident that the western line will neighboring peoples, but victory for
the German arms must first be rechold, and that the Hun plans will result In defeat for the central powers. ognized."
"The imperial chancellor frankly
America will soon have half a million
men on the western front, England has stated yesterday
that be accepted
added nearly half a million more men President Wilson's four principles,"
to her vast army under General Halg. said Scheidemann. "This declaration
and while the French army Is not any Is all the more Important when one
larger In numbers than It was. It Is considers thnt President Wilson emstronger In guns and munitions, and phasized that bis principles were acthe determination of French troops to cepted everywhere except by the German military and annexationist party.
defeat Germany Is stronger If possible, than It was during the long months Weil, this party, fortunately. Is in this
country no longer of decisive
of the Verdun campaign.
Both the English, the French and the

FOREIGN

"The Spanish press announces with
out official confirmation, the torpedo
ing of the Spanish ship Sarniero.
The Spanish cabinet has resigned.
LIVE
King Alfonso expressed confidence in
Señor Alhucemas,
president of the
cabinet.
RECORD
OF
CONDENSED
THE
A bill io amend the Nova Scotia
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
franchise act to give women the vote
on the same terms as men was introHOME AND ABROAD.
duced in the House of Assembly.
The consensus of opinion in Paris
official and diplomatic circles con
FROM ALL
cerning Count von Hertling'g speech
is that it is a "war speech," not a
"peace speech."
Wholesale revolt of Carranza troops
SAYINGS, DOINGS, ACHIEVEin the state of Chihuahua because the
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
government
has not paid them, is
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
threatened, according to reports received at El Paso, Tex.
V7,,t,rn N,w,ppr Union n,w, nervier
William Jennings Bryan was re
fused a hearing when he appeared at
ABOUT THE WAR
Eighteen British merchantmen were Massey hall at Toronto, Can., to ad
sunk by mine or submarine In the dress a prohibition meeting under the
auspices of the Dominion Alliance.
week ending Feb. 27.
There have been various reports of
German trench raiding operations
have been repulsed by the French in the loss of life due to earthquake at
Swatow,
China. The number of dead
several sectors of the line.
British troops carried out success has ranged from 100 to 10,000, while
the Injured have been placed at 2,000.
ful raids north of the Ypres-StadeA cry of alarm has been raised by
railroad and captured a few prisoners.
Austria,
No French vessel of more than 1,000 the Tageblatt of Gratz,
of the
tons was sunk by enemy mines or sub- against the Germanizatton
eastern Adriatic, especially Pola and
marines in the week ended Feb. 23.
Fllume, which have become bases for
The British losses during February
German submarines.
were the smallest since last winter.
"The basis for Japan's intervention
In the month Just passed they totaled
in Siberia has been decided," the
only 19,492.
"The
Teutons near Butte Du Mesnil cap Paris Petit Journal declared.
United
has recognized Its
tured a section of a French position, utility. States
Only
details
the
remain to
but an immediate
counter
attack be settled."
evicted them.
Soviet commissaries arriving at
A report that 20,000 German sol
diers refused to attack the Russians Petrograd from many of the larger
Russian
cities demanded that
in the new campaign was given out by
"holy war" be proclaimed against the
the Bolshevik at Petrograd.
German Invaders.
They advocated
A London Times
telegram
from arming of the entire population of the
Italian headquarters states that one- - country.
third of the houses in Venice have
The British hospital ship Glenart
been ruined by enemy air raids.
Castle which went down In the Bristol
The finding at sea of the body of channel was torpedoed, according to
John McCoskey of Watervliet, N. Y., survivors, thirty-fou- r
of whom were
has increased to 212 the number of landed at Swansea, Wales.
Nothing
Americans lost on the transport Tus- - has been learned of the fate of the
cama.
others, Including Red Cross doctoro,
"English troops carried out a suc nurses and orderlies.
cessful raid against the enemy's
The peace terms submitted to King
trenches on Greenland hill, north of Ferdinand of Rumania by Count
the Scarpe river," says the London Czernin, the Austro-Hungariaforeign
war office report.
minister, included the king's abdication In favor of his brother, Prince
Americans
north of Chemin-des- Dames have taken part in repulsing William, or the taking of a referen
a German attack. A German official dum in Rumania regarding his sucstatement says that ten Americans cessor, according to a Berlin dispatch.
were taken prisoner In the lattea sec SPORT
tor.
Fred Fulton of Rochester, Minn.,
On the Italian front, since the ar and Bob Devere of Kansas City have
pres
rival of the British airmen to the
boxing
been matched for a
enemy machines. contest at St. Louis, Mo., March 11.
ent time, fifty-eigprincipally German, hare been dese
Jess Willard has a new
troyed.
The British losses for the
front yard. The champion pursame period were eight.
chased a $50,000 home, known as the
report
says
Saturday's
three Cummings place, near Lawrence,
columns of Germans are advancing in- Kan., while visiting In Lawrence two
to Russia. One Is near Luga, midway weeks ago. He will make his home
between Pskov and Petrograd; one is there.
said to be at Polotsk, midway between
Some of the liveliest battling seen
Plnsk and Vitensk, and the other is in Denver in a long time was in store
at Sebezh, eighty miles east of for the big crowd that attended the
Dvinsk. An official report says that athletic entertainment given by the
the Germans had reached the right Loyola Club at the Knights of Columbank of the Dnieper river north of bus hall.
A good-sizefund was
Kiev. It was announced in a dispatch raised for the war work of the
that Austrian troops have begun to Knights of Columbus.
advance Into Ukraine.
In the collapse of the Chinese pub
Seventy-fiv- e
enemy aircraft were lic stands at the Hong Kong Jockey
brought down by the Royal Flying Club races, 100 women and children
corps on the western front from Feb. were trampled to death, according to
1 to 22, inclusive, according to an ana Reuter dispatch from Hong Kong.
nouncement by the British air minisFire broke out and several hundred
try. During the same period thirty-nin- e others were burned to death. An ofenemy aircraft were driven down ficial statement says that nearly 600
out of control and six enemy aircraft Uves were lost in the race course tire.
dewere brought down by
fenses and infantry. Against these GENERAL
The French cabinet decided that the
enemy,
says
120 machines of the
the
of the allies' summer time daylight savings schedstatement, twenty-eigh- t
The weight of bombs ule should begin on Saturday, March
are missing.
dropped during the month of Feb. 22, 9, when all clocks will be set forward
one hour at midnight.
tons.
was sixty-fivThe selection of Mrs. John Sherwin
American troops have repulsed a
heavy German attack north of Toul. Crosby, president of the Woman's
Club of New York city, as
Democratic
killed and
A number of Americans
wounded. The Germans left ten dead the representative of New York state
In the American trenches, while the on the woman's advisory committee
ground in front was strewn with the of the Democratic national committee,
was announced
at the committee's
bodies of the enemy.
headquarters in Washington.
WESTERN
Eighty thousand trained Siberian
James F. Markey, for five years Cossacks will oppose any "infringeauditor of Denver and four years a ment" on Siberia's sovereignty, acmember of the City Council, died at cording to Col. Nicolai Alexandrovltch
hospital from heart Llstovsky
St. Anthony's
of the Russian railway
failure.
guards, who passed through San Franwas
Welssinger
Instant cisco en route to Washington from
Lieut J. W.
ly killed 4nd W. C. Story suffered in- Russia.
juries from which he died when two
Because the receivership of the
military airplanes collided at Park Denver & Rio Grande railroad interfered with government control, the
field at Memphis, Tenn.
Samuel Gompers, president of the United States Circuit Court of ApAmerican Federation of Labor, made peals In St. Louis modified the rean appeal at Chicago In behalf of an ceivership order issued in the Fedeight-hou- r
day for employés in the eral District Court In Denver á few
meat packing Industry at the stock- weeks ago, permitting Edward L.
Brown, one of the receivers, to resign
wage
arbitration.
yards
and continuing Alexander R. Baldwin
The names of the following Ameri
cans appear In the Canadian casualty of San Francisco as receiver-l- fact.
This Is the first ruling regarding raillist: Killed in action, C. A. Husband. way
receiverships since the federal
Gassed, C. Halt
Galveston,
Tex.
Durango, Colo.; C. K. Bowden, Wil- administration of common carriers became
effective.
low Ranch, Cal.
Two Americans have been killed in
Eugene J. Deane of Mexico, Mo.,
was found guilty tn the Federal Dis- the. Costa Rican insurrection, accordtrict Court at St Louis of attempting ing to a message received at Colon.
Word reached Dawson. Y. T., of the
to Interfere with the operation of the
selective draft law by offering to put illness of Vilhjalmur Stefansson, the
eyes
of William Johnson explorer, who Is wintering at Herscbel
drugs In the
Island. Last reports said he had sufthat bis sight might seem defective.
fered a relapse and was delirious.
WASHINGTON
George von L. Meyer, formerly secThe money coBt of the war to the
retary of the navy, who has been serUnited States still Is running near
iously 111 at his home In Boston for
a month.
The bill to govern federal operation three weeks, is suffering from a
of railroads was passed by the House tumor of the liver, and his condition
Is regarded as serious.
by a vote of 337 to Í.

To drive a tank, handle the guns, and
weep over the enemy trenches, takes
strong nerves, good rich blood, a good
stomach, liver and kidneys. When the
time comes, the man with red blood In
his veins "is up and nt it." He has Iron
nerves for hardships an Interest in his
work grips him. That's the way you
feel when you have taken a blood and
nerve tonic, made up of Blood root.
Golden Seal root Stone róot Cherry
bark, and rolled Into a sugar-coate- d
tablet and sold In sixty-cen- t
vials by almost all druggists for past fifty years
as Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery. This tonic, in liquid or tablet form.
Is Just what you need this spring to
give you vim, vigor and vitality. At the
fag end of a hard winter, no wonder
you feel
blue, out of sorts.
Try this "Medical Discovery" of Dr.
Pierce's. Don't wait! To-da-y
Is the
day to begin I A little "pep," and you
laugh and live.
,
The best means to oil the machinery
of the body, put tone into the liver,
kidneys and circulatory system, is to
first practice a good house-cleaninI know of nothing better as a laxative
than a vegetable pill made up of May.
apple, leaves of aloe and Jalap. This
is commonly sold by all druggists as
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets, and,
should be taken at least once a week to
clear the twenty-fiv- e
feet of Intestines.
Yon will thus clean the system expel
the poisons and keep well' Soto Is
the time to ;leon house. Give yourself
a spring house cleaning. Adv.
Ready.
Bobby I would kiss you If I thought
no one would see me.
Flossy Shall I close my eyes?
KIDNEY TROUBLE NOT
EASILY

RECOGNIZED

Applicant for Insurance Often
Rejected
An examining physician for one of the
prominent life insurance companies, in an
interview of the subject, made the astonishing statement that one reason why
so many applicants for insurance are re
jected is because kidney trouble is so com
mon to tne American people, and the large
majority of those whose aDDlicationa ara
declined do not even suspect that they
hare the disease.
Judging from reDorts from drus-a-istwho are constantly in direct touch with
the public, there is one preparation that
has been very successful in overcoming
these conditions.
The mild and healing
influence of Dr. Kilmer's SwamD-Roo- t
ia
soon realized.
It stands the highest for
its remarkable record of success.
We

find

that

Swamp-Ro-

ia

atrictlr

an herbal compound and we would advise our readers who feel in need of such a
remedy to give it a trial. It is on aala
at all drug stores in bottles of two sizes,
medium and large.
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer A Co., Binshamton. N. Y.. for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.

False teeth are one thing, but a false
tongue behind them is another.
Marriage Is like any other condition
where there Is life there Is hope.

;

DON'T LET WORMS
CAT TOUR PROFITS

An animal wllta worms cannot thrlre.
Keep yuarliyeatoak (reef rum worm
by giving UemlJL 1avu Kobkuts'

Worm Powder

r?

Hoes will fatten quicker, borse will
look sleeker .poultry willbe
r.
Read the Pi ártica Hone Verertaartaa
m afcrtSa la Cewa
Sm. tmr fr kMkMyonr
town, write
If do dealer in
tt.BatM Isttfta' 1st. Ce., 100 Srui Inat. Mktssa, tit.

For Constipation

Carter's Little
Liver Pills
will set you right

over night

Purely Vegetable

Small Pill. Small Doaa, Small Price

Carter's Iron Pills
Will restore color to the faces of
thoee who lack Iron in the blood,
d
a moat
people do.
pale-face-

WHEN YOU THINK FLAGS

Think of Faotory Prloo
xbem writ tau for eautlofii.
AMERICAN
Pa.
arU. CO.,

rLia

C&Stoil

sea

baton.

HAIR BALSAM

of mertt
deadraC
For
Celar ese!
Boeaty to Grey or Faded Heir.
toe end ft 00 at DroggUte.
A telle preparattoa
Brlpe to eradicate

A BAD COUGH
band,

and
Is risky to be feet. Take It la
promptly taktnc
mflasvaid joor healtii

tr

PDSO'S

ESTANCIA

NEWS-HERAL-

GOWNS SHOW AN
MARKET
ALGERIAN SKIRT
QUOTATIONS
LATE

Weitarn Newapaper Union Nawi Service.
Dlg.KVEK MARKETS.

New York. The persistence shown
by France in the dressmaling houses
In continuing a certain trick for sevsteers, ch. to nrlm. . Í11.G0Í
eral years, deserves more attention
Kat steers, good to ch
10.76 01
than is usually accredited it, writes
rat alters, lair to good... lü.UU'a
9.0Ü4
xieuers, prime
Aime Blttenhouse.
Cowi. rat, good to choleo. 8.604
Cows, tat, fair to good.,..
7.60Í
A study of the obstinate way In
Cowi, common to fair
6.00 4
which Paris designers have held on
Veal calves
11.004
Bulla
7.254
to a thing they liked might go far
Feeders, good to choice... 9.004
toward convincing a vast number of
feeders, fair to good
8.26 4
Feeders, common to fair.. 7.604
the critics of women's apparel that
Htockers, good to choice.. 8.76 4
fashions are not as nighty as they
blockers, fair to good
8.00 4
seem. The weather vane turns, it is
Good hogs
915,7e16.25
true, but It swirls back Into the same
quarter so frequently that at times
Sheen.
Lambs, light
ilS.tO16.00
feeling that It changes little.
Ljinibs, heavy
14.00 i 15.00 there Is a
iiwes
10.60 411.76
shops, it Is claimed,
American
The
Yearlings
13.00414.25 constantly convince their patrons that
Wethers
12. 0041 12.50
old gown must be replaced by a
an
UAV AM t.HAI MAIIHKT.
new one by showing a revolution in
F. O. B. Denver. Carload Price.)
silhouette.
liar.
s
We have millions of women to
Buying PiU-kper Ton.
Colo, upland, per ton
Í2.00!4.0I dress, where France has thousands,
Nebr. upland, per ton
80.00
and we have a population that is quite
.f'','la ''"J' (ew crop),
Colo, and Nebr., per ton. . 18.00 J0.00 capable of Indulging In Its desire for
Timothy, per tun..
24.00425.00 new clothes from the rim of the arc
Alfalfa (new crop) per ton J0.004C22.00
South Park, per ton
24.0025.00
tic circle to a line above the tropics.
Uunnlson Valley, per ton.. .22.0O24.00
n
fact that the
It is a
Straw, per tou
.004 7.00
American buyers who go to Paris to
Oats, Nebr.. 100 ib7'"buvlntr
get new clothes often refuse lovely
Colo., oats, bulk, buying
Corn cho, sack, selling
gowns if they bear a close kinship to
.3.35
Corn In
..iiu.
ua'lilnir
3.22 those that were sold the year before.
Gluten Keeri. 'ttn,-u,Bran, Colo., per 100 'lbs., selling 1.77 Is They wave such frocks away with the
remark that American women must
Kloer.
Hungarian patent, 98 lbs. sacked,
have novelty.
subject to discount
This act has always depressed the
In Paris, who care for
designers
DKESSliU POULTRY.
10
per cent commission.
Less
beauty and detail rather than for
TurkeVH. fnncv A n
.32 4Í 34
startling changes, and it is the French
Turkeys, old toma
24
fZ
41 22
20
Turkeys, choice
designers who say that they rack
25
22
Ducks, young
25
their brains for eccentricities to give
22
a
Ceese
16
Itousters
Sis to America far more than they would
If their clientele were only Rome,
Live roDltry.
(Prices net F.O.B. Denver.)
Paris and London.
14
Boosters, lb
.
It Is this underlying trait la the
19
Young
17
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over
2S
French dressmakers that gives them
4f2"
25
23
Ducks, young
tho desire to persist In a certain line
20
Ueese
16
which is coming back to the original discussion.
Eggs, graded No. 1 net, P
.97
u. B. Denver
Now the Zouave Skirt.
Eggs, graded No. 2 net, F.
.82
U. B. Denver
This line happens to be, at the presEiíiTS.
miac.
rana rniinl
effect at
moment, that tucked-i9.50 ent
cases, less commission. . .$9.25
the hem of the skirt, which Is suggeslinter.
tive of the trousers, of the Algerian
52
Creameries, ex. 1st grd., lb.. 61
troops.
47
Creameries. 2nd grade, lb....
44
Process
Nobody would remember, probably,
35
4? 37
Packing stock (net)
the exact date of the beginning of
rrtflt.
idea, but it was evolved long beApples. Colo., new fancy, box.l.002.75 this
It has been brought
3.00 fore the war.
Pears. Colo
out In various kinds of skirts.
Vegetables.
The house of Callot was probably
12.004214.00
Rpans. Navf. pwt
8.00 the first to bring out the Idea In a
7.00
Beans. Pinto, cwt
16
.16
Beans, Lima, lb
1.75 narrow skirt, but it did not take.
1.60
Hoot
rnltv. pwt
2.50
2.00
Cabbage, Colo
2.00
1.60
Carrots, cwt
LHumiOHcr, tu. ....... .....A-n.35
Colo.,
Celery, Pascal,
doz... 45 1.00
.75
Celery
25
.85
Onions, table, doz
2.00
1.50
Potatoes, cwt
16
.20
H.,
lb
Tomatoes. H.
2.00
1.75
Turnips, Colo., cwt

Ft

does not want that
loose, overfull skirt with Its ungraceDebuful line about the ankles?
tantes and young girls continued to
dance in this kind of skirt wherever
the fiddles sounded, but women of
more mature years dismissed It as a
fashion from the start.
Now, here It is again, not only here,
but very much accentuated and ao

$13.76

17.25.

Batter, Esnra. Potatoes and PeaHrx.
Chicago. Butter Creamery, 409 46c.
Egga Firsts, 35i37Hc: ordinary
firsts. 32 34c; at mark, cases Included
35 6 36c.
Michigan anr"

Potatoes Wisconsin.
Minnesota bulk, $1.4501.50; do sscks
$1.60.
Poultry Springs, 28c

Prices for Metals.
New York. Lead $7.50.
Bar silver 8514c
Copper $23.12.
St. Louis. Spelter $7.65.
Boulder. Tungsten concentrates, 60
per cent, $20.0u22.50 per unit; crude
ores, 60 per cent. $22.00 23.00; 25 per
cent, $12.0012.50; 10 per cent, $9.40
12.20 per unit.
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The big vein in the Arizona Ven
ture mine was cut and showed values
in gold, silver,
nite.
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Exact Copy of Wrapper.

Use

0

Constipation and Dial

copper and molybd

Colorado.
The Potosi mine at Caribou is de
veloping Into a veritable silver bon
anxa.
Tube mills, flotation machinery and
tables are being Installed at the
Sunnyside mill near Durango.
Water has again been encountered
In the well of the Columbine Oil Com
pany, in Wlldhorse park, near

Mothers Know That
Always
Bears the

.(. nwMlúvitÁrAS-

similauní-toeioo-

ji

feet

"1

"

'"i"--- 1.'

Genuine Castoria

CASTH
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MffTMl

MUfMIT.

NIW

VOM
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Spring Run of Distemper

Operators of the Independence mill
at Cripple Creek have contracted to
treat the entire dump of the Abe Lin-

BB WHOLLY

AVOIDED

BT USING

MAY
small outlay of money brings very
44DíiHN499
Ullivj Agreat
a
results. It Is a sure cure
preventive If you use It as per directions. Simple, safs
and sure. The $1 sise is twice the quantity and an ounce

coln mine.
more than the 60c else. Oet your horsee in best condition
A pool has been formed to operate
All druggists, harness dealfor late spring and summer.
the Argentine and Creole lodes on
ers or manufacturers.
SFOHN MEDICAL CO Maanfacinrer, Goshen Ins.
mountain,
in Clear
Leavenworth
county.
Always Before Him.
Nobody ever got anything by nursThis dinner frock is of black taffeta Creek
The Blmetallist mine, situated on
"He Is a great stickler for proce- ing a grouch, but the grouch always
and the sturdy black silk tulle which
gets bigger. Be cheerful !
dure, isn't he?"
is embroidered In a rose design In col Potosi peak, will resume shipments
Why, even the
"I should say so!
ored silks. The skirt Is made of two during the coming summer if present
plans
miscarry.
do not
Sloth wears out the body and confurniture covers In his house aro all
flounces of this tulle, and It shows
sumes the mind.
again at the girdle. There Is a knotIn the Idaho Springs district the bound with red tupe."
ted sash of taffeta that hangs at one Bonanza Mines Company has been
side.
formed to operate the Bonanza group
mines, consisting of five large veins
cepted
as the leading silhouette of
on the north slope of Albro mountain,
among certain bouses that establish
not far from the noted Albro mine.
fashions.
The Wheel of Fortune mine the
The first French gowns that come
over show It; the American dress- famous old Sneffeis property that was
makers who are preparing for a brisk the first mine in the San Juan region
spring trade speak of it as a power-- to attract English capital to the dis
years ago is to be In
fur factor In the shaping of the new trict, forty-on- e
fashions. And the interesting part of eluded In the operations of the Rey
properties,
to which it
it is that it entirely changes the sil
tobacco
belongs, during the coming season.
houette.
toasted.
contrast
with
In
be
seems
to
This
Montana.
the stated fact that France is persist
Calumet & Hecla Copper Company
ent in certain things and maintains
a certain line for a longer period of reports its January output, including
of 12,140,197
time than America. The truth Is thnt all its subsidiaries,
cigarette.
cigarette,
France persists with a trick, but pounds of copper, compared with 11,- changes the silhouette and still uses 632,315 pounds in December and 14
the trick, and that is what she has 103,126 pounds in January, 1917.
done in the new Algerian skirt.
Officials of the Anaconda Copper
It is difficult to say whether the Company in New York have been ad
trousers of the French troops In Al vised that manganese ore shipments
giers give the clew to this new skirt are now running over 100 tons daily
or whether It was the entire array of and that the Anaconda Company exmen In baggy trousers which curve In pects to maintain and Increase these
below the knees to fit the legs.
manganese ore shipments steadily.
Here Is the Silhouette.
President McKelvie of the Butte &
large,
normally
the
line
is
The waist
Superior Co. says of the decision in
down the hips Is either straight or the Clark suit: "The decision handed
slightly bulging through the fullness down in San Francisco confirms the
develop
of the material, and the hem is exceea- decision of the District Court in
A Butte. Bond already has been filed
Inely narrow and tucked under.
flavor.
tobacco
woman wearing the most fashionable
for ore extracted in the territory inadded
high
boots
with
skirts,
of these
volved, but no mining has been done
thereunto, will look at a slight dis there for some years through stipulatance as though she wore baggy trou tion between the Elm Orlu and Butte
sers and army boots.
& Superior Interests."
To the majority of women this news
may not be welcome. They will fancy
New Mexico.
a far more sensational garment than
Geo. P. Newbold is opening up a
what actually exists. That mild rev- - property in Cooney.
olutlon against the sheath and the
The Mogollón Mines Co. cut their
hobble skirt may also crop up against
No. 1 ore body on the 900-folevel.
this Algerian skirt, but both the other
Anticline conditions favoring the
features of fashion were Incorporated
in our ordinary apparel after a while. finding of oil near Taiban has led to
quite a little activity in Clovis.
without creating disturbance.
The Enterprise Copper Company of
There Is so little fullness in this
papers.
Chloride,
filed incorporation
new skirt that it does not seem to be
capitalization is $1,000,000.
The
of
even a first cousin to the skirt
hem. That
Construction work at Socorro plant
Jenny with Its tucked-uskirt, which pervaded the continent at Mogollón is being increased. An effor two years, had a tendency to flare fort is being made to have mill ready
out to fline Itself away from the to run by May 1st.
ankles; this skirt goes in so rapidly
Ore shipments were made from Cliffrom knees to hem that It does not ton and Maud S mines at Mogollón by
need to undergo the same treatment the Oaks Co. A compressor is being
that was accorded the other skirt.
installed on their Deep Down propFor instance, to be technical the erty.
fullness at Its hem is not caught up
The McWhorter Refining Company
and gathered to a short, narrow lin of Lake Arthur baa been operating in
necessary,
ing. This Is not considered
an experimental way; from the crude
It Is merely turned under and run oil taken from the well tests show 30
Guaranteed by
into the conventional hem, allowing per cent, gasoline. From 13V gallons
Its fullness, slight as It Is, to fall of distillate purchased In the market
against the shoetops and accentuate they got keroche and 6 14 gallons of
,
the trousered effect.
fM
gasoline, 5V4 of kerosene and U galThis extreme skirt has brought lons of lubricating oil worth 80 cents
we
silhouette
about the narrowest
per gallon.
have had in years. When the hem is
not tucked under. It is only wide
Wyoming.
enough to provide free movement In
Forty wells have been contracted
necessarily
walking.
The rkirts are
for In the Fossil fields by the operatsbort, for their narrowness would ing companies.
If tbey were
greatly Impede
of
Eleven independent refineries are
long.
process

MEAT TASTES
BETTER COOKED

now tastes much

And
better

WJJ

MARKETS.
Prices far Metals.
New York. Lead 17.25 7.5.
823.12V,.
Copper
Bar silver 85 Vic.
St. Louis. Spelter 87.66.
Tungsten concern
Boulder, Colo.
320.00 22.60 per
trates, 60 per cent,
per cent. 822.00
unit; crudeper ores. 60S12.0012.50;
10 per
cent,
25 00; 25
cent, (9.40 12.20 per unit.

Grain In Minneapolis.
81.83
Minneapolis, Minn. Barley
2.16.
Rye 2 594T2.61.
Bran 3SÍ.50.
Corn No. I yellow. 31.78 91.83.
Oats No. 3 white, H92iC.
Flax 83.99 04.02.
Lire Stock Quotations.
rnlenno Hogs
Bulk. 316.10-i- i 16.51;
Chicago
15.90a
light. 316. 00 16.70; mixed.
16.55; heavy. (16 .801.50: rough, 315.80
tj 15.95; pigs, 811.25916.25.
$85614.5(1;
Cattle Native steers. 87 60 10 85;
feeders.
stockers and
rows and heifers, 36.70011.90; calves,
$9.00 16.50.
sheep Sheep, fl0.!5 13.25: lambs,

Weitarn Newapaper Union News Service.

A Boston dispatch states that the
United Verde has Just paid a dividend
of $7 per share.
There is a rumor that vanadium has
been discovered at Charleston, running well up in value.
The Walkover mine, east ot Hackberry, has entered a great vein of ore,
the body showing a width of twelre

CílSTOÍllñ
For Infanta and Children.

7:.1'"

Cr

MISCELLANEOUS

24c.

-

toasteriy

Calf and KlD. Green Salted.
20p!l
Calfskin, lb
.12 14
Kip, lb
feacn.
1.001.25
Deacons
50
.75
Slunks
.11
5.0006.00
Horse, No. 1
4 004)5.00
Horse. No. 1
2.504)3.00
iiue and pony
50
Colt
.0
Green Salted Pelts.
Bach.
S
604(2.50
Lamb and sheep
154) .4a
Spring lambs
10
.60
tihearltngs
Dry Fllut Pelts.
35
34
Wool pelts
3031
Short wool pelts
24
Butcher shearlings, No. 1
10
so. 2 murían shearlings
Bucks, saddles and pieces at value.

Rye
Barley 81.954)2.20.
Timothy 35.00 4) 8.25.
Clover 822.004) 33.00.
Lard 826.30.
Ribs 824.00 24.50.
Kansas City Prodoce.
Creamery . 45c;
Kansas City Butter
seconds. 43c; packing. 38c.
firsts. 42c;Firsts,
40c; seconds. 34?39c.
Eggs
Poultry Roosters, 20c; broilers, 23

ÍÍNet Contents 15 Pluid Drarfrrjl
a
r.txti-

You'll know this when you

Green Salted Cured Hides, etc.
10
09
Over 40 lbs., lb
10
09
Under 40 lbs., lb
Glue hides and skins
08
Bull and stag
Part cured, lc less.
Green, 2c less ttia.it cured.

standard.No.91K6?2Hc.
2, 32 65.

é

smoke the famous Lucky Strike
the real Burley

salted.

Chimare Grain and Provision Prices.
Chicago. Corn No. 3 yellow, 11.90;
1.611.70.
8
white,
lU92Vc;

NEWS

Arizona.
Another rich vein of ore has been
found In the Tom Reed fnlne at

J"

No. 4 yellow,
No.
Oats

MINING AND OIL

that America

'.

HIDES AND PELTS.
Dry tildes.
25
Flint butcher,lb lb
23
Flint fallen, stag, lb
12
and
bull
Flint
12
Flint, culls and glue, lb
leSB.
Mult
hides. 2c to 3c lb.
Horse bides 12 to 23 price of green

WESTERN

The sketch shows a combination of
two of the most fashionable fabrics of
the spring. The skirt is short and
narrow with a white matetasse hem
and panel at the side. The bodice is
slim In outline, with long sleeves, and
shows a slightly low, slender vest of
the matelasse held in by two girdles
of black satin.
Polret, who has a devotional attitude
toward anything that comes out of
the East, used the skirt throughout his
years of success.
Cherult adopted It In a modified
manner half a dozen years ago. Jenny
took It up about two winters ago and
accentuated It In her popular costumes in sucb a manner that America
grew more weary of it through this
Somehow,
channel than any other.
as Jenny made it, it did not savor of
It was merely awkward
the East.
and extremely girlish.
Last autumn the Immense bulk of
the American public looked with a
shrug of the shoulders at the pink
and blue taffeta skirts that were
tucked up at the hem and caught
here and there with a formal little
How stale and
bouquet of roses.
stupid Paris Is! was the comment.
Can't she ever get it into her bead

K toasted to

and seal

in the Burley

fj

either planned or are under

Linked Buttons Fasten Front.
Not only do cuffs but entire front
'asten with linked buttons as Instanced
In a beige trteotlne suit. They are found
starting in center, under the semi ircular
pin tuck which simulates a yoke
on this model which contrarily has no

open front

of construction in Wyoming.
Survey for the first pipe line to be
constructed by the Riverton-WyominRefining Company is now under way.
Mascot Oil and Refining Company
has been organised in Salt Lake City,
with oil land holdings In Lincoln

Attachments
Truck
forany and all makes autos.
To convert your old ear into a guaranteed truck.
We ship to any point

Truck Co.
The Universal
write for catalogs,

803 Broadway

CEDAR VALE

NEW HOME

RATTLESNAKE

WILLARD

Hoover said, "an examination
was
Special Correspondence.
made of the coats and profits of refin- Special Correpondence.
Prom the Record
Special Correspondence.
ing and it was finally determined that
Mr. Blanchett has the black
H. D. Smith and A. W. Shart
The G. S. Alter barber shop
the spread between the cost of raw
A. A. and J. W. Mourfield are
We hope they will not
measles.
burglarized Monday night
and the sale of refined cane sugar zerwere Estancia visitors last
was
this
cutting posts in the forest
spread.
should be limited to $1.30 per hundred Thursday.
and about $250.00 worth of jewweek.
pounds. The pre-wa- r
differential had
The snow and rain which we
C. L. Fletcher finished drilling
elry, tools and razors taken. Enabout 85 cents and increased
American Price Rigidly Regulated averaged
Tom Reagan, R. M. and C. N.
costs were found to have been impos- for W, B, Mosely last week and had last week has certainly put a
trance was made by lifting a
by United States Food
ed by the war in Increased cost of re is now cleaning
Rhoads and J. W. Mourfield window to the bath room and
I. A. Richard' good season in the ground.
fining, losses, cost of bags, labor, Insurmade a business trip to Willard into the front room. No clue,
Administration.
ance, Interest and other things, rather sen's well.
Bro. James and family spent
and Estancia Monday.
more than cover the difference. After
robbers escaped.
Nathan Dunn is drilling a well Sunday with Bro. Threadgill and
prolonged negotiations the refiners
M. M. Rhoads is getting along
family.
CONSUMERS
HERE PAY 9c. were placed under agreement . estab for J. W. Ketchersid.
About 6 o'clock Monday night
fine with his well now.
lishing these limits on October 1, and
traveling toward Estancia,
while
of
Yokum
Oklahoma
Bro.
Jim Marable went to Estancia
'anything over this amount to be agreed
Barney Ward made a trip to B. A. Lobb's car was fired on by
Sugar Cent 35 Cento a Pound During extortionate under the law.
Monday to answer the call of preached at New Home Sunday
Civil War Refiners' Profits
Lucy Saturday.
some roughnecks in the business
"In the course of these investiga Uncle Sam. He was accompanied to a nice crowd.
Now Curtailed.
tions it was found by canvass of the
One bullet
section of town.
here
left
by
Welch,
wife
Barney
Lester
Ryan
Tom
and
Smith,
who
on
Evans,
has
been
Mrs.
sugar
had,
producers
Cuban
that their
the
engine
underneath
hit
where
during the first nine months of the Charley Vickrey and Bert Shipp. the sick list, is better.
Sumner,
Fort
Tuesday for
Sugar Is selling today throughout
past year, sold for an average of about
and one on the back seat, missa
few
they
relatives
will
visit
Miss Carrie Phillips and brothMisses Nellie and Flossie Big-be- e
America at from 8M to 9 cents a $4.24 per hundred f. o. b. Cuba, to
They will then go to ban ing by a small margin one of the
pound to the consumer, even though which duty and freight added to the er Evan, of Flagstaff, Arizona,
visited Mr. and Mrs. C. M. days.
$5.66
cost
to
about
refiners'
amount
Antonio, Texas, where they ex- men on the back seat.
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